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INTRODUCTION
The Linear Test Bed program objectives were to design, fabricate, and evaluation
test advanced aerospike test beds that employ the segmented combustor concept.
The program started in April 1970 with the release of a work statement by NASA,
and was finished in October 1973 with the successful completion of 29 tests on
test bed No. 2.
Test bed No. 1 explored the feasibility of the segmented combustor concept. The
control system, ignition system, basic sequencing, and operating procedures were
developed and system performance and durability were demonst=ated on test bed No. 1.
Advanced thrust vector control concepts, thrust vector optimization techniques were
developed and demonstrated on test bed No. 2.
This report (Volume II} describes :he col,;pleteprogram conducted on test bed No. 2
including concept selection, design analysis, design, fabrication, and _esting of
test bed No. 2.
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SUMMARY
Test bed No. 2 consists of i0 combustors welde_ in banks of 5 to 2 symmetrical
tubular nozzle assemblies, an upper stationary thrust frame, a lower thrust frame
which can be hinged, a power package, a triaxial combustion wave ignition system,
a pneumatic control system, pneumatically actuated propellan% valves, a purge and
drain system, and an electrical control s_'stem. An isometric drawing and two
views of the general arrangement of test bed No. 2 are shown in Fig. I through
3 The power package consists of the Hark 29-F fuel turbopump, the Mark 29-0
oxidizer turbopump, a gas generator assembly, and propellant ducting.
The system, designated as a linear aerospike system, was designed to demonstrate
the feasibility of the concept and to explore technology related to thrust vector
control, thrust vector optimization, improved sequencing and control, and advanced
ignition systems.
The propellants are liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen. The system was designed to
operate at 1200-psia chamber pressure at an engine mixture ratio of 5.5. With
i0 combustors, the sea level thrust is 95,000 pounds.
The thrust Chamber assembly consists of I0 combustors, 2 nozzle assemblies, a
turbine exhaust base manifold, and the supporting rib structure and tie linkages.
The combustors are made from precision investment case NARIoy (silver-copper alloy)
with the combustor cool%nt channels cast into the lines. Nickel is electrodepos-
ited to the outside of the liner to provide coolant channel closeout and for
structural purposes. Aluminum backup structures are then bolted to each side of
the combustor to provide the structural support required for ho_ firing. The
nozzles are bounded at each end by water-cooled fences 9 inches high. The fences
are provided to contain the expanding combustion gases, to direct all gas flow
downward, and prevent gas spillage over the side of the nozzle.
The upper ar.d lower thrust frames are welded tubular structures designed to support
the thrust chamber and power package and to transmit thrust th_ou_h the hinge
axis and, from there, into the test stand structure.
D R-9049
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The objectives of the program on test bed No. 2 were as follows:
• Ccntinue the development of the lin3ar aerospike cohcept, develop better
understanding of system operation, and _evelop the required operational
sequences and control _ogic for a workable system.
• Develop al=ernate fabrication technology for the combustors, nozzles, base
manifold, and thrust char;her assembly.
• Evaluate alternate materials in the combustors such as nickel coating of
the combustor hot-gas inner wall.
• Evaluate thrust vector control techniques by dynamic hinging of the thrust
chamber assembly through ±16 degree excursions.
• Evaluate methods of independent control of the nozzle sides for advanced
vehicle attitude control techniques.
Evaluate methods of thrust optimization at sea level by independent hing-
ing of the nozzle sides. By this technique, detormine the nozzle angle
required for optimum sea level thrust.
• Evaluate the effect on performance and base pressure by varying the per-
cent base flow.
• Evaluate alternate ignition schemes. For test bed No. 2, the ignition
system employed was the- triaxial combustion wave ignition system.
• Evaluate high pressure flexible ducting designed for ±IB degreo gimbal
angles.
All program objectives were achieved. Some of the significant accomplishments of
the program are as follows:
• Start, mainstage operation, ard shutdown of test bed No. 2 were satisfac-
tory. The use of an oxidizer manifold controlled sequence purge, coupled
a
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with a post-cutoff turbopump spin, resulted in low thrust chamber mixture
ratios throughout cutoff with a corresponding reduction in maximum temper-
atures and exposure to an oxidi=ing atmosphere.
Several different techniques were employed in fabricating the combustors.
These were successful and no combustor problems were encountered that re-
suited from fabrication experiments.
_,e test bed was tested 29 times for I!99.5 seconds total accumulated
duration. Tests were conducted over a chamber pressure range from 680 to
1200 psia and mixture ratios from 3.1 to 5.7. The program was highlighted
by test 624-006 which was ru_. for 300 seconds mainstage duration.
Five cycles of dynamic hinging at _12 degrees and 20 cycles at ±16 degrees
were successfully demonstrated.
Independent side hinging at static nozzle positions of (+7 °, +7°) and
(+17_½ °, -S °) were successfully demonstrated. The predicted sea level
nozzle thrust vector, 14 degrees offset from the vertical, was experi-
mentally verified.
The secondary base flow was varied from 1 to 3 percent. The sea level
base pressure was found to be independent of the percent secondary flow.
The tri,%xial combustion wave ignition system operated satisfactorily and
achieved 100-percent ignition reliability.
The high-pressure flexible ducting functioned satisfactorily without
failure.
+
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bCONCEPT SELECTION
At the onset of the Linear Test Bed prograra, c_,_ceptu_! _tudies were conducted _o
determine the size, configuration, power cycle, ignition system, control system,
and general arrangement of test bed No. I. The ground rules were to use existing
components where possible, to use the combustor design that evolved from the Cast
Segment Evaluation (CSE) program, and to conduct a meaningful advanced experimental
aerospike program within the imposed budget and time constraints.
J-25 Mark 29-F and Mark 29-0 turbopumps, main propellant valves, and pneumatic
control packages were available and it was decided these would be used. Slave
gas generators used for Mark 29-F component tests were also available. The com-
bustors were designed for operation at 1200 psia chamber pressure and 6.0 mixture
ratio.
Match-fit analysis between the turbomachinery, gas generator, and th,-ust chamber
revealed that between 20 and 24 combustors best matched the turbomachinery H-Q
and horsepower dzsign capability. The .thrust chamber fuel-side pressure demand
was found to be near the upper limit of the Mark 29-F turbopump design capability
when operating at 1200 psia Pc and 5.5 mixture ratio. Twenty combustors were found
to best fit the fuel pump design capability while still providing adequate safety
margin.
In selecting the thrust chamber con_iT n-ati°n, several arrangements were considered
including a round aerospike, linear one-sided, linear two-sided, and curved seg-
ments of a large diameter aerospike. High expansion ratio was considered desirable.
When considering cost, match-fitting, ease of fabrication, integration into exist-
ing test stands, and the return value of the experimental data to be acquired,
the confiE urati°n of test bed No. I was chosen to be as follows:
• 20 combustors
• Two-sided linear configuration
• Tubular furnace brazed nozzle, with the combustors welded to the nozzle
R-9049
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• 119:1 expansion :_tlo
• Semi -jnocoque design turbine exhaust base manifold
• Gas generator power cycle using series drive turblnes
• Heavy-duty rigid thrust fr_e
• Fluorine ignition system, with studies to begin immediately to select
a more suitable future ignition system.
In the above configuration, the test bed No. 1 envelope dimensions were 126 inches
wide, by 120 inches long, by 96 inches high.
As the design and development work progressed on test bed No. I, studies were con-
ducted to determine future effort required to expand the working knowledge of
aerospike technology, and to provide answers to the remaining questions regarding
aercspike suitability for booster and upper-stage vehicle applications. The studies
revealed areas where future effort beyond that planned for test bed No. i would be
beneficial.
Vehicle thrust vector control, vehicle altitude control, and thrust optimization
at sea level and intermediate altitudes were identified as areas requiring further
exploration. Additional questions involved ignition system suitability over a
wide range of operating conditions, flexible ducting design for high gimbal angles,
base pressure variations with operating conditions, and design and fabrication
technology required for a flightweight thrust frame.
These preliminary studies then led to detailed conceptual studies in the above
areas. Contained in Appendix A is a report on the studies related to thrust
vector control. The thrust vector control study was a comprehensive effort to
define the mission requirements for an aerospike-type engine, to establish engine/
vehicle integration requirements, and to define optimum engine configurations.
In addition, it was necessary to determine the thrust vector r=quirements and cap-
abilities of various concepts and to obtain answers _o some of the technical prob-
lems inherent in application of these advanced concepts.
D
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From the study, two concepts evolved showing promise of being suitable for use
in a large booster-t>_e vehicle or single stage-to-orbit vehicle. These were the
peripheral _nd _he ""-_ erboard concepts.
The checkerboard concept is illuStrated in Fig. A-I (Appendix A) and consists of
double-sided linear modules of a configuration similar to test bed No. i except
that the thrust chamber assembly is hinged to provide thrust vector control in a
single _xis only. Vehicle a .... ude control is achieved by the alternate placement
of the engine module hinge axis in both the pitch and yaw axes to attain control
in both planes.
The peripheral concept is illustrated in Pig. A-2 [Appendix A) and consists of
single-sided linear modules surrounding the vehicle boattail area, with each
module consisting of a power package and a hinged thrust chamber assembly, with
the turbine exhaust gas from each module venting into the common cen:ral base
compartment. Vehicle thrust vector control is attained by hinging those modules
whose axes are on the respective pitch and yaw axes.
The configuration of test bed No. 2 evolved as a hybrid concept to investigate
problems related to both the peripheral and checkerboard concepts. • system
was designed with a flightweight frame with the upper frame holdin, e power
package stationary, and the lower frame and thrust chamber assembly teing hinged
through ±16 degrees. This required flexible ducting between upper and lower frame
designed to take the large angles. Special design concepts for flexible ducting
thu3 evolved and were incorporated successfully in test bed Ne. 2.
The nozzle sides were designed to be individually hinged on the thrust frame to
evaluate the special problems unique to the peripheral concept such as base pres-
sure effects from varying geometry, aI%d to determine the optimum nozzle angle re-
quired for sea level operation.
Because of cost and time constraints, it was decided that test bed No. 2 would be
built with less than 20 combustors. Studies revealed that with 16 or less combust-
ors, it would be necessary to dump prop,llants overboard in order to meet the H-Q
R-9049
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demandsof the turbopumps. With this established, it was decided that meaningful
experiments could De conducted with 10 combustors (5 per side]. "C_e test bed was
configured accordinz!Y •
It was then decided that it would be desirable to evaluate the effects ol "arying
the base exhaust gas flow. A hot-gas overboard dump system was therefore pro\'ided
that would have the capability of varying base secondary fizw from i to 3 percent
of =h_ _h_"_-_t chamber flow.
Test facilit7 installation of test bed No. 2 is shown in Fig. 4, and a flow sche-
matic is shown in Fig. 5.
3
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Linea_r Engine Test Bed
Ho. 2 Schematic
I_ESIGN _ND FABRICATION
Presented in this section is the rationale that influenced the design and fabri-
cation of test bed No. 2. The objectives of the test bed that dictated the design
were as follows:
• Dynamic Hinging - Thrust vector control through large gimbal displacement
angles was a principal objective. Dynamic hingin_ of ±16-degree maximum
displacement angle was selec=c,i as the design point. Tradeoff studies
were conducted to determine the best configuration to achieve this goal.
The candidate confizurations were to hinge the complete engine assembly
with the flexible inlet ducting, or to hinge the thrust chamber assembly
with flexible discharge ducting. The latter configuration was selected,
principally because of the difficulty in designing 8_inch-diameter cryo-
genic inlet ducting capable of ±16-degree displacement angles.
• Independent Static Hinging of the Nozzle Sides - The nozzles were designed
so that each nozzle bank could be independently hinged in the static
position. The hinEe angles selected were (+7 °, +7°) and (+17½ °, "5°)"
• Lightweight Thrust Frame and System Packaging - A lightweight thrust frame
with a flight-type configuration was a principal objective. This resulted
in a welded, thin-wall tubular design for the upper and lower thrust frame.
• Secondary Plow Variation - The ability to vary secondary flow to determine
its effect on base pressure and site specific impulse was a program objec-
tive. This was achieved by an overboard turbine exhaust dump system. By
the use of orifices in the base flow feed duct and in the overbcard duct,
the flow feeding the base manifold could be varied from I to 3 percent of
the primary thrust chamber flow.
• Advanced Ignition System - The triaxial combustion wave ignition system
was selected for use on test bed No. 2. This iEnition system offered the
promise of a flexible, reliable iE nitz°n system with the capability of a
major advancement in the state of the art for multiple ignition applications.
I R-9049
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Fabrication Technoloa_v- Low-cost fabrication and alternate combustor
fabrication techniques were explored on test bed No. 2. Combustors were
fabricated employing annealing to preclude hydrogen embrittlement of the
electroplated nickel. The annealing took the place of electroplated
copper to protect the nickel in the areas of manifolds and feed passages.
Two combustors (No. 1 and 4) were nickel plated (0.012-inch thick) in the
combustion zone to evaluate the relative erosion resistance of nickel
versus NARIoy.
)
THRUST FRAME
The tc3t bed No. 2 thrust frame consists of two tubular structures of a true geo-
metric design. The geometric design concept was selected to provide a st_cture
that would simulate, as close as possible, flight-type hardware. There were
several redesigns favored for the upper structure that would have been even more
similar to flight-type concept hardware; however, to minimize facility modification
costs, the existing design was selected. Also, the tubular, geometric design,
while meeting all stress requirements expected in three axes, provided the mount-
ing provisions for all engine systems hardware.
The upper stationary structure (power head) was fabricated basically of steel
tubing which varied in diameters ranging from I-½ to 3 inches. Machined fittings
were utilized at the points of tube intersections, not only increasing the struc-
tural integrity of the thrust mount, but providing the means of obtaining the
formation of the geometric design. Attachment of the main structural tubes to the
machi.ed fittings, as well as the inner support tubes, was accomplished by weld-
ments of the Class I type. The upper thrust mount incorporates tubular support
frames with appropriate fittings to facilitate the mounting of the Mark-29 fuel
and oxidizer turbomachinery. The mou_t also incorporates miscellameous brackets
to facilitate the routing and support of control system, ignition system, instru-
mentation, purge, and drain lines. There are also mounting provisions for vari-
ous engine 3ystem components. Interfacing of the mounts to the facility was
accomplished by the utilization of six machined ball fittings which were installed
into fittings on the mount. Upon installation in the facility, the machined fit-
tings engaged recesses in the facility thrust plate, and bolts were installed to
R-9049
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| cumpiete :he installation, interfacing the upper mount to the lower movablemount was accomplished by engagement of two clevis fittings located at the base
of the upper mount major support tubes with two tongue fittings incorporating
self-aligning bearings mounted on the lower mount. Machined pins were insta!led
through the clevises and tongue fittings to complete the interfacing.
The lower movable struczure was also fabricated of steel tubing which varied in
diameters ranging from 2 to _ inches. Machined fittings again were utili=ed at
the points of tube intersectlons to increase structural integrity of the thrust
mount and to obtain the formation of the geometric design. Attachment of main
structural tubes to the machined fittings, and inner support tubes in this assembly
was accomplished by weldments of the Class l and Class II types. The lower mount
design was based on a need to support the two 5-segment thrust chamber nozzles in
such a manner as to allow the thrust chamber nozzles to be placed in various posi-
tions in relation to the hinge point centerline. This was accomplished b}" the
utilization of clevises incorporating self-aligning bearings on the two upper
tubular support assemblies. Upon installation of the thrust chamber nozzles, the
rib assemblies of the nozzle panels were engaged and bolted within the clevises.
This permitted rotational movement of the panels. The various positions were ob-
tained during hot-fire testing by using various length links which were attached
from the base cf :he nozzle panels to the lower support tubes of the mount. The
lower mount also incorporated miscellaneous brackets to facilitate the routing
and support of ignition system, instrumenta:ion, purge, drain, and water cooiant
lines. Tongue plate assemblies were welded to the upper support structure to
facilitate the utilization of an F-I gimbal actuator which was the means of bxnging
(gimbaling) the lower movable structure for the thrust vector control studies. The
mount also incorporated brackets to facilitate installation of the hot-gas base
manifold support links. The main ignition (combustion wave) pane3 was located and
mounted on the lower mount.
|
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CO_IBUSTOR (RSOG22_SX)
Combustor segment design for test bed tlo. 2 was identical to test bed No. I
except for variations in fabrication techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of
several methods of electrodeposited nickel {EDNi) hydrogen embrittlemenz and re-
design cf the igniter pot _c to accept :he combustion wave or resonance tube igni=er
configuratiGn. Essentially, fabrication of combustors for test bed No. 2 w_s a
continuation of the production line setup for test bed No. I. Operating parameters,
design parameters, thermal analyses, structural requirements, and fabrication
sequence given in Ref. 1 are applicable to test bed No. 2 design.
Figure 6 _hows the test bed No. 2 combustor igniter receptacle design used. The
design was chznged from a standard threade_ f/t_ing to a four-bolt flanged fitting
to allow utilization of the larger igniter designs for resonance or combustion
wave ignition techniques. The brazed-in po -_c redesign was made to allow rework
or the test bed No. 1 LOX injector manifold casting without rework of the actual
casting molds. Manifold castings for use on future engines could )save the port
cast integral with the remainder of the casting.
Three concepts of EDNi protection from H 2 embrittlement were utili:ed. Four
combustors were fabricated with no elec_epcsited copper (EDCu) layer on H 2
exposed surfaces. These assemblies were annealed at 650°F for embrittlement pro-
tection. Four of the remaining six combustor assemblies utilized "primcry" EDCu
plating closeout over the NARIoy-A flow channels prior to adding the EDNi structural
backup. These four were also annealed to give double protection against embrittle-
ment in the H 2 channel closeout region. Two segment _ssemblies utili:ed "prims-r)"'
and "secondar/' EDCu plating to protect all nickel surfaces exposed to H2 from
embrittlement. CFigure 7 shows the location of the "primary" and "secondary"
copper plating.) These two segments were not annealed to give the additional
nickel protection. Table 1 gives the mix and location of combustors with the
various EDNi protection techniques.
3
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Figure 6. Test Bed ,_o. Z - Thrust Chamber Segment igniter
Port Design
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Fibre 7. Test Bed No. 2 - Thrust Chamber Segment
Primary and Secondary Copper Plating,
Interior Nickel Plating
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After combustor fabrication completion, it was decided to nickel plate the primary
combustor zone of two segments for evaluation of thermal and oxidation protection
of the NARIoy-A during operation. Table shows the position of these two seg-
ments on the engine. The plating was 0.002 to 0.003 inch thick, and extended
from immediately between the injector face through the throat region. No other
changes that affect thermal operation were made on these combustors to allow di-
rect operational correlation with the unprotected combustion zone surfaces.
In the preliminary stages of the linear engine fabrication program, liner casting
difficulties and delivery delays led to the d_sign _ st_urt of fabrication of a
backup, non-cast, hot-gas liner. The backup confi_rstion liner w_s a multiple-
pieced machined channel configuration that was EB-welded together. All sections
were fabricated from wrought NARIoy-A.
The design is shown in Fig. 8. The "machined" liner duplicated the cast liner
design from combustor segment assembly fabrication, heat transfer, and operational
standpoints, and was considered interchangeable in all aspects. Fabrication of
"machined" liners was initiated during the test bed No. 1 fabrication stage, but
deliver>' of castings was sufficient to support the fabrication schedule. Subse-
quently, it was decided :o continue fabrication of one machined liner on a low-
priority basis that was to be utilized in test bed No. 2. Fabrication completion
was successful, and the unit was installed at position 5 on test bed No. 2 (see
Table 1).
D
NUZZLE (RSOO3761X)
The nozzle design for test bed No. 2 is identical to the design defined in Ref. 2
except that it is one-half as long (5 versus I0 feet) and has reduced fuel manifold
capacity to compensate for the lower fuel £1owrates. The 347 CP.ES constant wall
thickness, nontapered, 0.200-inch OD by O.OI5-inch wall coolant tubes were furnace
brazed to each other and to the structural support hat bands in a single furnace
cycle. Adapter bars were concurrently furnace brazed to each end of the nozzle
for the tube bundle attachment to the aft end fuel inlet manifold and the forward
end combustors by welding and TIG brazing.
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Each S-foot nozzle rail was attached to the backup structure of supposing ribs
by rod end bearings to maintain nozzle contour, to provide nozzle st_port from
operating loads, and to compensate for variations in the:_ral grow_ch. Each rail
was completed by attaching the five combustors to the support ribs and welding
the aft end of the segments to the forward end of the noz=le tube bundle. The
heat generated due to combustor-to-nozzle weld attac_ment on the rail containing
combustor positions i through 5 caused opening up of tube-to-end bar furnace bza:e
joints at the nozzle forward end. Attempts to re_air these by hand braze caused
coolant tube buckling. The nozzle had to be separated from the combustor bank to
allow mechanical straightening of the tube buckles and further repair attempts of
the leak paths. Most leaks were stopped, but a backup collection and dump mani-
fold was attached to the backside of the forward end of the nozzle tube section
to provide a harmless means of disposing of hot gas or H2 leakage during testing.
Figure 9 shows the installation o£ the added dump manifold.
Nozzle tubes were plasma coated with a layer of zirconium oxide for the 3 inches
immediately aft of the forward end bar for thermal protection of this high-temper-
ature operation area.
TURBINE EXHAUST MANIFOLD (RSOO3765X)
The turbins exhaust manifold was completely rede';igned for the test bed No. 2
engine. The large, open manifold, "foo_ball-shap ed"design wiTh z single-piece
perforated CRES plate gas injection technique was replaced with the manifolded
tube bundle design shown in Fig. I0. A simpler, lighter, less expensive, and
improved structural configuration was obtained. Each of 10 sheet metal rectangles
was cLrilled in the center section for turbine exhaust gas injection, rolled and
welded into 5.7-inch cylinders, and seam welded together to provide a =ectangular
base with a uniform gas injection pattern on the bottom. The cylinder _nds were
capped and an upper distribution manifold and inlet flange were attached to complete
the assembly. This stacked tubular assembly design proved to be a successful con-
figuration with minimum fabrication and operational prcblems.
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THRUST CHAMBER ASSE_IBLY (RSO05770X)
The two S-foot nozzle assemblies, including combustors and manifolds, had the
water-cooled end fences attached. The S-foot rails were installed on the engine
assembly. The tubular stacked turbine exhaust manifold was installed and the
closeout seal between the hot-gas manifold and the rails w_s the formed CRES
waffle configuration used on test bed No. I. No assembly problems were experienced,
with all subassemblies meeting design expectations. The nozzle wall contour and
position were designed for an expansion ratio of I15.
The test bed No. 2 rails were mounted to allow changing the nozzle angles by
swinging them about the upper pin mounting and replacing the lower support struts
with various lengths. This repositioning could be done only by engine modifica-
tion between tests, and required installing wider or narrower turbine exhaust
manifolds to compensate for the varying positions. The capability for variation
in nozzle angle was to allow comparison of sea level thrust chamber perfo_nance
at positions other than the optimized altitude configuration.
Two nozzle angle positions were tested on the No. 2 linear engine in addition to
the altitude ideal or nominal configuration. All engine modifications necessary
for the various hinged positions were made with the engine remaining in the test
stand. The first modification swung each rail 7 degrees outboard (+7", +7" posi-
tion) and required installation of a new, wider turbine exhaust manifold. After
testing at this position, a third configuration was made utilizing the same tur-
bine exhaust manifold (÷7°, ÷7°) and creating a (+17½ °, -S°) position as compared
to the original. However, to allow testing of this position in the test facility
required swinging the entire thrust chamber assembly -I0 degrees to have flame
direction approximately vertical. The three configurations are shown schematically
in Pig. 11.
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FLEXIBLE DUCTING
Hot-Gas B_pass Bellows Assemb1_
Engine test evaluation of the redesigned bellows in the bypass duct revealed that
the internally tied flex joint configuration satisfied all functional and opera-
tional requirements. Flex joint redesign, due to duct rerouting and changes in
operating conditions, incorporated internal flow sleeves to eliminate the possi-
bility of flow-induced vibration of the bellows and internal strut and end rings
machined from one piece to eliminate strut-to-flow sleeve fillet welds. Location
of the flex joint in the engine system is shown in Fig. 12. Internal configuration
of this flex joint is shown in Fig. 13.
LOX and Fuel _-n_ r Discharge Flex Joint
High-pressure propellant joints made of INCO 718 with a titanium gimbal ring were
developed and engine tested during this program. These joints, designed for 18-
degree angulation, incorporated two bellows separated by a spool piece which
allowed each bellows to uniformly angulate 9 degrees. All engine hinging require-
ments were met without incident, and posttest inspection revealed no anomalies.
Location of this joint on the engine is shown in Fig. 12 and the external config-
uration of the bellows assembly is shown in Fig. 14 .
Turbine Exhaust Flex Joint
To accommodate the 18-degree hinging motion requirement of the turbine exhaust
duct, at operating conditions, a ball and socket joint assembly made of INCO 718
was d=velcped. This design incorporates a close-tolerance ball and socket joint
that is welded to a tripod strut assembly which provides uniform loading to mating
components when gimbaled in any plane. The ball and socket mating surfaces are
coated with dry film lubricant to reduce friction during bellows angulations, and
the bellows convolutions are protected from high-velocity flow by internal liners.
Electron-beam welding was used extensively during fabrication to produce a flex
joint assembly with minimum distortion. Visual examination of the £1ex joint
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pfollowing completion of engine testing revealed that the assembly was in saris
factor7 condition. Lccation of this joint on the engine is shown in Pig. 12 and
the fl_x joint configuration is showy in Fig. 15.
COMBUSTION WAVE IGNI%ION SYSTEH
The combustion wave ignition system selected for test bed No. 2 is sho_ schcma-
tically in Fig. 16. The I0 triLxial igniter elements [Pig. 17) are similar in
internal dimensions to the elements successfully test d during the initial concept
demonstration tests (Ref. 2 ). The internal tube serves as the combustion wave
passage during ignition _nd flows hydrogen only after combustion wave generation.
The internal tube is surrounded by concentric tubes that flow pilot propellants
during ignition and mainstage. The pilot element is ignited by the passage of the
combustion wave prior to main propellant valve actuation, and the ignition is there-
fore independent of the main engine start sequence.
Propellants for the ignition system are supplied from the bootstrap takeoff
flanges on the high-pressure propellant ducting. The propellant feed lines rFiK.
18) are provided with flexible sections to accommoaate thrust chamber hinging and
incorporate normally closed solenoid valves which serve as the igniter oxygen
valve (IOV) and igniter fuel valve (XPV). A normally closed three-way solenoid
valve with overboard vent capability is installed upscleam of the IOV. A normally
closed solenoid valve serving as the pilot oxidizer valve (POV) is also provided
in the pilot oxidizer feed line. The premixer (Pig. 19) employs a single concentric-
tube mixing element and an integrated spark plug and exciter unit (ISE), Fig. 20.
|
ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEH
The experience and success encountered with the external, relay logic-type control
assembly (K-box) used on test bed No. 1 led to the use of an almost identical sys-
tem for test bed No. 2.
The engine logic, being basically the same for both engines, required only a 25-
percent modification in the K-box. The primary difference centered around the
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post-cutoff spin and associated interlocks. Also, the introduction at the ASI-
type combustion wave ignition system required the addition of several solenoid
valves into the system.
The start sequence was initiated by signaling hell,-, control "on" and activating
the combustion wave system. After a short delay allowing propellants to flow
through the ignition system, sparks are turned on to initiate the combustion wave
and the engine start and mainstage start solenoids are activated (main valves be-
gin to open). The sequence is again delayed to allow main chamber ignition (a
cutoff is generated if an ignition detect signal is not received), after which
turbine spinup is initiated. Gas generator igniters are fired during the spin
phase. At the conclusion of a 2.5-second spin, the facility spin system is signaled
to shut down and mainstage control solenoid is energized, opening the gas generator
and ramping the main oxidizer valve to full open. After several seconds, the main-
stage OK pressure switch verifies a mainstage operating mode or generates a :utoff
signal if the engine has not reached its mainstage level (see Pig. 21).
The cutoff spin was required to eliminate the "trapped" volumes of oxidizer--a
result of the mechanical design of the engine. In its final form, the logic con-
sisted of cutoff re-energizing the facility spin system and initiating _n oxidizer
manifold purge. The main fuel valve was kept open during this time 1o keep mixture
ratio at a minimum. The expiration of the helium de-energize timer then shut down
the spin system and concluded the cutoff phase of engine operation (Pig. 22 ).
General system design was, as stated earlier, basically identical to that of test
bed No. I. Relay logic again proved adequate; redundant and/or two-out-of-three
voting solid-state timers provided sequencing. Several diode and resistor failures
were encountered, due primarily to interfacing with previous wiring or incorrect
wiring installation. Significant problems were encountered interfacing with the
facility electronics, due to system wiring saturation from previous programs.
With the elimination of these problems, the electrical controls proved ln0 percent
reliable.
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Figure 22. Test Bed No. 2 Cutoff Sequence
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PURGE A.',;DRAIN SYSTE_I
Experience gained during the No. I :est progrz.u was :he basis for No. 2 pur_inE,
the two systems being almost identical. $_ere the same purges were required,
temperatures and flowrates were nor changed though, in some cases, minor sequencing
changes were made. Three major differences were introduced: (I) elimination of
the fuel manifold cutoff purges, (2) introduction of the post-cutoff oxidizer man-
ifold puree and (5) cutoff use of the ignition sys:em pilot oxidizer manifold
purge.
Purging of the main propellant ducts after cutoff was again dictated by the
"trapped" volume of oxidizer. However, in the case of the No. 2 engine, i.e., the
mechanical design necessitated by gimbal capability, the volume cf residual oxidizer
was much greater than that on the No. I engine cutoff modeling -nd calculations
showed that purging of the fuel manifold, as done on No. i, would prcbably result
in excessively high mixture ratios and subsequent thrust chamber erosion. Purging
of the oxidizer manifold after closing the main oxidizer valve, combined with 5pinup
of the fuel turbopump, provided r.he only promise o£ a safe shutdown. This proved
to be the case as, in all but one test, this sequence was successful. In one in-
stance, the puree did not activate at cutoff, and extensive nozzle damage resulted.
Ignition system purging was changed only by the addition of the pilot oxidizer man-
ifold purg_. This was sequenced with the oxidizer manifold purge and acted primarily
to dry the manifold and eliminate &ny oxidizer at cutoff.
Table 2 shows the final purge sequencing.
Figure 5 shows the pneumatic control system and engine system as a whole. Pneu-
matic system design was unchanged from test bed No. i. The J-25 instrumentation
package, used in its accumulator capacity only, was replaced by the 200 cu in.
bottle used in the J-2X program.
The system operated satisfactorily with no malfunctions.
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tFACILITY _IODIFICATIONS - DELTA-2B, SSFL
Facility modifications delineated herein are divided into two main groups: those
new to test bed No. 2 and those used on test bed No. i and modified to conform to
the requirements of the former.
Test bed No. 2, due to the constrzints of the turbomachinery, required that a large
quantity of propellant and expended hot gas be bypassed so that they would not flow
into the main engine combustion systems. To facilitate this, three overboard "dump"
systems were installed.
A system was installed to handle the excess oxidizer at a maximum flowrate of 148
ib/sec. This system used the Delta-2A LOX run tank as a "catch tank." This was
necessary, because of the hazardous condition that would exist if both GOX and large
quantities of GH 2 were expelled within the confines of the Delta area. The oxi-
dizer recovery _ystem was outfitted with a turbine-type flowmeter, orifice, and
instrumentation provisions.
Another system, capable of a 41 Ib/sec flowrate of LH 2 was installed to handle
the excess fuel. This system was routed under the facility flame deflector and
outfitted with a GH 2 burner system. The exit location and burner were considered
safety requirements. This system was also equipped with a turbine-type flowmeter,
orifice, and instrumentation provisions.
The third overboard system was installed to handle the excess turbine exhaust gases.
Orifice and instrumentation capabilities were provided. A GH 2 burner =ystem was
also installed as a safe_yprecaution against excess accumulation of unburned
propellants.
The thrust system was modified to meet the requirements o£ the facility interface
criteria for vertical, pitch, and roll thrust loads. The system was designed for
a nominal vertical thrust of 110,000 pounds and a maximum horizontal thrust compo-
nent of ±30,000 pounds. The pitch thrust system consisted of two vertical restrain-
ing load cells and flexures attached to the facility thrust plate. The roll thrust
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system consisted of two parallel horizontal restraining load co!is attache6 to
the facility th_st plate _erpendicul_r to the test bed hinge centerline znd one
load cell attached to the facility thrust plate parallel to the hinge center!ine.
A dynamic thrust vector control system was installed to rotate the thrust chamber
as a complete unit about the test bed hinge axis through ±16 6egrees. An F-I pro-
duction hydraulic actuator was used in this system. The existing facility hydraulic
system and electronic control systems were me4ified to support _his requirement.
Several existing systems required minor modification to be compatible with test
bed No. 2. These included the relocation of the fence coolant water line and GH z
spin line interfaces. Also, the hole pattern in the flame deflector was changed,
as was the flame deflector blow back shield opening. The electrical control
assembly (K-box) was modified to meet the start a:_d cutoff sequence requirements
of the test bed. This effort was accomplished at Canoga Park. instrumentation
requirements for the test bed were similar to test bed No. 1 with the exception
of the additional overboard dump systems.
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TEST BED INSTALLATION _D CHECKOUT
Test bed No. 2 was receivea in the Delta area on 23 August 1972. No major prob-
ien_ were encountered during this period of installation and checkout. The minor
problems encoun:cred are delineated below.
Relocation of the GH 2 spin and fence coolant water interface connections were re-
quired. Mocking up and final fabrication of the engine LOX and LH 2 overboard
lines were accomplished after the test bed was installed in the test stand.
J-_S inlet ducts were used to interconnect the turbomachinery to the facility.
This required a l-inch spacer to be fabricated and installed on the oxidizer side
of the test bed to allow mating with the facility.
Minor clearance problems were encountered with the attaching and the extension/
retraction of the gimbal actuator and yoke assemblies. These interferences were
relieved by u_e of shims and some minor cutting away of excess metal on the th_st
mount.
i
Electrical problems encountered during checkouts were limited to the electrical
control assembly (K-box). Minor wiring errors were discovered and rectified during
electrical system checkouts with no damage to the hardware and lirtla 19_ of time.
The proper sequencing of the facility overboard dump valves required the changing
of the control heads on several of the valves.
_nstrumentation requirements were met with no difficulty and no other mechanical
or control problems were encountered.
t
D
SYSTE_i OPERATION AND PERFOR._tANCE
TEST S_ARY
Thirty-six tests were conducted on test b,_d _o. 2 at the Delta-2B test facility.
Thirteen tests were i_nition,'_-Tansi_ion tests, and 23 tests were mainstage tests.
The total time of mains't_age cluration for the test series reached 1199.5 seconds.
_lajor test objectives, conditions, and results are shown in Table 3.
t
I
ENGINE START
The start techniques for the linear test bed No. 2 were defined with the aid of
a digital engine transient model. Inputs to the model such as turbine spin time,
first-stage main oxidizer valve angle, main propellant valve ramp rates, _d hydro-
gen spin pressure response were varied until acceptable fuel turbopump surge margin
and gas generator bootstrap conditions were obtained. Examples of the CRT output
from the start model case selected to characterize the test bed No. 2 start sequence
are presented in Fig. 23 through 27.
The engine start sequence derived from the start model is presented in Fig. 28.
At engine start signal,_he heliun_con_rol solenoid is opened to charge the engine
accumulator, and the combustion wave ignition system propellant valves are opened.
A 0.6-second ignition delay timer is started to allow sufficient time for the com-
bustion wave and pilot oxidizer mcnifolds to prime with ignition propellants.
Upon expiration of the ignition delay timer, the engine start solenoid and main-
stage start solenoids are opened to supply helium pressure to the opening actuators
of the main propellant valves, and the combustion wave precc_bustor is sparked to
provide thrust chamber ignition. The combustion wave precombustor oxidizer valve
is closed within 50 milliseconds of the spark signal to prevent further combustion
in the combus=ion wave manifold, and an ignition detection timer is initiated.
Durir,g the O.$-second detection timer period, the main oxidizer valve opens to the
12 degree position and the main fuel valve ramps fully open. leben the ignition
stage timer expires and_ign_on_has been d_tected in all I0 segments, the ignition
stage is completed, the precombustor sparks are de-energized, and the spinup stage
is enabled.
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CDuring the sFinup stage, the hydrogen spin syst_ valve is opened to supply spin
gas to the _urbopump turbines, and the spinup stage timer and gas generator igniter
t£mer are started, l_hen the gas generator igniter timer expires, both pyrotechnic
igniters in the gas generator combustor are fired. I_hen the spinup stage timer
expires, and a link break signal has been received from the gas generator igniters,
the secondary buildup stage is enabled.
Secondary buildup is initiated when the mainstage colltrol solenoid opens to supply
opening pressure to the second-stage actuator of ti_e main oxidizer valve. "lhe main
oxidizer valve ramps to the full-open position, the gas generator propellant control
valve opens to bootstrap turbine power, and the hydrogen spin valve is signaled
closed. A 1.0-second mainstage OK timer is started and, on actuation of the cali-
brated pressure switch in the oxidizer pump discharge duct, the engine is a11o_ed
to bootstrap into mainstage.
The analytically determined_engine start sequence prove_ successful with a minor
modification to spin ti_er duration. Two-phase flow through the main oxidizer
valve during the spinup stage increased the effective resistance of the main oxi-
di:er propellant feed system and necessitated a 0.S-second in_rease in spin time
_rom the 2.0 seconds anticipated. CRT records of a typical start On test bed No. 2
are presented in Fig. 2-q through 32. Engine chamber pressures responded as expected
during the start transient {Fig. 30) and diverged in mainstage according to the
individual injector and feed line resistances. Fuel turbine inlet pressure dropout
on spin valve _losure {Fig. 51) was less severe than predicted by the model, and
an excellent bootstrap-to-gas generator operation was obtained. The fuel turbine
inlet temperature spike at bootstrap was no problem, as predicted.
ENGINE CUTOFF
The amount of stored oxidizer in the oxidizer feed system at cutoff for test be_
_o. 2 is approximately 50 pounds. The stored oxidizer weight per combustor is,
therefore, greater on this engine than on test bed No. I. After a careful
t R-9049
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review of fuelinjection temperature response at cutoff, high-speed photography,
and test-to-test hardware condition on test bed _o. i, it became evident that the
massive fuel-side cutoff purge method gradually deteriorated the surface condition
of the NARIoy combustors. A detailed analysis of various cutoff methods that were
less severe and more applicable to flight engines was undertaken using a digital
engine cutoff model. The method selected for test bed No. 2 cutoff is a turbopump
re-spin with a closed main oxidizer valve and an open main fuel vah'e. Stored
oxidizer downstre_ of the main oxidizer valve is purged at a controlled rate and
burned at low mixture ratio in the combustors. Selected CRT traces from this cut-
off model are presented in Fig. 33 through 35. For a fuel turbine inlet spin pres-
sure of 350 psia, and an oxidizer purge flowrate of 5 ib/sec, the resulting main
chamber pressure was predicted to be approximately 350 psia (Fig. 33). The thrust
chamber mixture ratio (Fig. 54) was predicted to be less than 3.i during cutoff,
and the fuel turbopump (Fig. 55) showed satisfactory f!ow coefficient recovery
following chamber pressure buildup at the initiation of oxidizer purge flow.
The engine cutoff sequence derived from the cutoff model analysis is presented in
Fig. 36. At engine cutoff signal, the mainstage start and mainstage control sole--
noids are de-energized to depressurize both opening control stages of the main oxi-
dizer valve. The main oxidizer valve and gas generator control valve are both
closed by solenoid dropout. The cutoff signal also signals the pilot oxidizer
valve of the combustion wave ignition system to close, and the hydrogen spin system
valve to reopen. Upon main oxidizer valve closure, the oxidizer purge valve opens
and stored oxidizer is purged from the engine manifolds. A 2.0-second helium control
de-energized timer is started at eng!n_ :utoff and, on expiration, the engine start
solenoid is de-energized to close the main fuel valve, the igniter fuel valve is
signaled closed, and an igniter psrge valve is opened. The spin valve is signaled
closed at timer expiration, and the oxidizer manifold purge valve is closed after
the main fuel valve closes.
Test data from a typical engine cutoff, using the _equence of Fig. 36, is presented
in Fig. 37 through 40. Chamber pressure (Fig. 58) was slightly higher than pre-
dicted as a result of a higher fuel turbine inlet pressure than modeled (Fig. 39} .
i)
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Thrust chamber heat flux during cutoff was not excessive, as evidenced b/ a repre-
sentative fuel injection temperature (Fig. 40). No evidence of thrust chamber
overheating with this cutoff sequence was noted from analysis of the photographic
coverage or from posttest hardware examination.
I{_NITION S_STEM OPERATION
Ignition system operation is presented in Fig. al and described as follows. At
engine start, the igniter oxidiz=r _alve (IOV), three-way valve, igniter fuel
valve (IFV), and pilot oxidizer valve (POV) are opened allowing tankhead fuel
and oxidizer to prime the premixer, the combustion wave manifolds, and the pilot
propellant manifolds. After a predetermined time sufficient for priming, the
ignition system is energized and a combustion wave is generated _hrough the com-
bustion wave manifold and results in ignition of the pilot propellants at the
thrust chamber injector face. The IOV is closed shortly after the spark signal
to prevent sustained combustion in the premixer, and the three-w_y valve is closed
to vent the propellant line upstream of the IOV. The three-way valve prevents
fuel from the premixer from entering the GG oxidizer line in the event of IOV leak-
age or malfunction.
During turbine spinup, transition, and mainstage, fuel is allowed to flow through
the premixer, combust-_on wave mznifold, and pilot fuel manifold. Pilot oxidizer
flow is also maintained during these periods to result in an igniter element
mixture ratio of about 1.3 to 2.2 in mainstage depending on the PU position and
power level. At engine cutoff signal, the POV is closed. Upon expiration of
the hel_m de-energize timer, the IFV is closed and the igniter premSxer purge
is activated.
The triaxial element combustion-wave ignition system was successfully tested 30
times (tests 624-037 to -047 in 1972 and 624-001 to -0!9 in 1973) in conjunction
with t=_t bed No. 2. Starting propellant supply pressures to the ignition system
were approximately the sane for each test. The predicted mixture ratios and pro-
pellant flows at start and for several mainstage cases are presented in _a_e 1.
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TABLE
Premixer
btixture Ratio
Total Flow
Pilot
Mixture Ratio
Total Flow
(i0 elements)
At Pilot
Ignition
COMBUSTION WAVE IC_NITER MIXTURE RATIOS ._;D FLOWS
(1068 Pc ) __
0
0.16
0
0.00--
2.5
0.022
0.00086
2.2
1.64
*Does not include premixer flows
0
0.18
1.8
I. 49
0
O. 19
0
O. 19
1.3
1.31
These mixture ratio and flow conditions proved to be very satisfactory; however,
they could be easily changed if necessary, within a wide operating range by orifice
changes and/or by propellant supply pressure changes.
One attempted mainstage test (test 624-045B] was prematurely terminated shortly
after the m_instage start signal because an overtemperature redline was exceeded
in the combustion wave premixer. This overtemperature condition was caused by
premature ignition and burning in the premixer beginning approximately 250 milli-
seconds before normal spark ignition. The most probable cause for the premature
ignition was a "backfire" from the external thrust chamber exit igniters (after-
burners). It is postulated that the exit igniters ignited the pilot pcopellants
in at least one segment. The flame then propagated as a deflagration and detona-
tion wave back through the mixed gas combustion wave manifolding to the other
segments, and to the premixer where premature pilot and premixer ignitions were
experienced. On subsequent tests, the exit igniters were not sequenced on until
after ignition mnd no premature ignitions occurred.
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I_ITION DETECTION SYSTEH
The ignition detection system for test bed No. Z utilized the same system as tes_
bed No. i, i.e., a slope detection monitor of the main fuel injection temperature
of each segment, requiring a "go" signal from all segmenLs. Several tests were
prematurely terminated by the failure to receive an ignition OK signal from one
or more of the segments. Review of the test data indicated that, in all cases,
l_nition had actually occurred. The problem with detection seemed to be the
sensitivity of the equipment being used and the subtlety of the slope changes
in the parameter being monitored.
With this acquired expertise, it was decided to allow any one "go" signal from
each of the two sides be enough for continuation of the start sequence.
This modified system performed satisfactorily for all subsequent tests.
)_INSTAGE PERFOR_t_NCE
Mainstage operation was achieved during 23 tests on test bed No. 2. Most of the
tests were conducted at a chamber pressure of approximately 1000 psi and a mixture
ratio of 4.0. With mixture ratio excursions, data were obtained at 680-psi chamber
pressure and at a 3.I mixture ratio. Limited testing was conducted at higher levels
up to 1200-psi chamber pressure and a 5.7 mixture ratio. Typical performance data
at three operating levels which span the test range are presented in Table 5.
r,
-?
,2
THRUST CHAMBER PERFORMANCE
The thrust chamber characteristic ve2ocity efficiency and specific impulse of test
bed .No. 2 correlated very closely with that of test bed No. I, when the scatter in
the data was reduced by properly accounting for the variables contributing to the
scatter. The thrust chamber performance of test bed No. I was published in Volume
1 of R-9049 (Ref. 2 ). Since then, further analysis of test bed No. I data was
performed to: (I) reduce data scatter, (2) calculate statistical 2-0 deviations,
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T._BLE 5.
Test Number
51ice T£me, seconds
,.IAINSTAGE PERFOrmaNCELINEAR TEST BED NO...
624-011 624-0069S 58
ENGINE PERFORmaNCE
THRUST, pounds
MIXTURE RATIO
Is, seconds
_@, Ib/sec
_F' lb/sec
_TOTAL, Ib/sec
THRUST CHAMBER PERFORMANCE (avg)
MIXTURE RATIO
PRESSURE (INJ), STATIC, psia
C* (INJ)
nc- (NOZZLE)
_¢ (TOTAL), Ib/sec
_F (TOTAL), Ib/sec
_TOTAL, lb/sec
At CORRECTED (TOTAL), in_
EXPANSION RATIO (est.)
FUEL PUMP PERFORMANCE
PINLET (total), psia
PoLrrLET (total), psia
PINLET' lb/ft3
POUTL_T' lb/ft3
PUMP SPEED, rpm
HEAD, feet
VOLUME FLOW, gpm
WEIGHT FLOW, Ib/sec
_, percent
REQUIRED HORSEPOWER
-- 76,070
3.93
334.45 340.95
122.92 177.90
37.72 45.22
160.64 223.12
3.62
721.2
8264.1
1.017
119.60
33.00
152.60
54.35
115.82
43.3
1460
4.416
4.555
25,722
44,171
7807
76.81
0.732
8433
4.33
1002.8
8304.0
1.029
173.28
40.02
213.29
54.89
115.82
42.7
1837
4.425
4.582
29,164
55,343
8820
86.95
0.715
12,232
624-013
60
95,929
5.62
339.72
239.75
42.63
282.38
p
6.34
1196.6
7830.3
1.023
234.70
37.04
271.74
55.27
115.82
43.3
1980
4.416
4.584
29,966
59,620
8668
85.28
0.710
13,013
L
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TABLE 5.
Test Number
Slice Time, seconds
OXIDIZER PUMP PERFORMANCE
PINLET' {TOTAL), psia
POUTLET' {TOTAL}, psia
PINLET' Ib/ft3
POUTLET' lb/ft3
PUMP SPEED, rpm
HEAD, feet
VOLUME FLOW, g_m
WEIGHT FLOW, ib/sec
q, percent
REQUIRED HORSEPOWER
GAS GENERATOR PERFORMANCE
_, lb/sec
P_, lb/ft 2
_F' ib/sec
PF' Iblft2
_TOTAL' lb/sec
MIXTURE RATIO
PRESSURE (INJ) (CALC), psia
FUEL TURBINE PERFORMANCE
_TOTAL' lb/sec
PINLET' (TOTAL}, psia
PEXIT' STATIC, psia
PRESSURE RATIO
PINLET' STATIC, psia
TINLET, F
TEXIT , F
DEVELOPED HORSEPOWE_
I-, percent
(Continued)
624-011
9O
45.7
890
70.867
70.346
7467
1729
1410
222.63
0.704
1422
3.32
70.867
4.72
4.366
8.04
0.703
683.3
8.04
650
65.6
9.916
641
793.6
487.6
8435
0.600
624-006
58
44.9
1277
70.793
70.657
9024
2512
1886
297.43
0.650
2167
4.62
70.793
5.20
4.364
9.82
0.888
890.6
9.82
848
85.0
9.976
836
1113.2
700.8
12,232
0.626
624-013
6O
43.4
1651
70.993
70.976
10,499
3261
2371
375.04
0.669
3434
5.05
70.993
5.59
4.354
10.64
0.904
968.7
10.63
922
105.7
8.729
910
1139.4
717.0
13,013
0.636
R-9049
.TABLE 5. (Concluded)
4-00 62._,- OI 1
Test Number -- I 58I ,o
Slice Time, seconds 90 l
OXIDIZER TURBINE PERFORHAXCE 6.39 9.04
5.28
_TOTAL' lb/sec 81.9 102.5
PINLET' (TOTAL), psia 63.133.1 41.4 43.9
PEXIT' STATIC, psia 2.3331.906 1.980
PRESSURE RATIO i00.161.9 80.4
PINLET' STATIC, psia 717.0487.6 700.8
TINLET , F 436.4 514.8 526.8
TEXIT, F 1422 2167 3434
DEVELOPED HORSEPOWER 0. 5810.584 0.632
•q, percent
and (3) correlate data to test bed No. 2. Before discussing results of the data
correlations, the results of test bed No. 1 data analysis conducted during this
report period to achieve the objectives outlined above are discussed.
Characteristic Veloc_
The characteristic velocity efficiency data of test bed No. 1 had approximately
z2.25 percent scatter. The characteristic velocity efficiency is calculated using
the equation:
Pc At g
C* -- --.
W c*:
C
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where
P
C
= chamber stagnation pressure, corrected for Rayleigh losses and
injection momentum
A = measured throat area
t
W = measured total primary flowrate
c'. = calculated ideal characteristic velocity for propellants at measured
i inlet conditions of pressure, temperature, and mixture ratio
!
T
By far the major source of uncertainty in zhe above equation is the throat area.
The throat area was measured accurately before the start of the hot-firing program.
As the hot-firing program progressed, changes occurred in the throat area caused
by erosion of the throat and by subsequent polishing of throat surfaces. The
largest of these changes occurred after approximately 300 seconds of operating
time when a change of approximately 2 percent in throat area due to erosion was
estimated. A plot of the parameter (W/Pc) versus accumulated run time in Fig. 42
gives an indication of the change in throat area with time. This parameter is
directly proportional to At/c*- If the parameter is limited to a narrow range
in Pc' which automatically limits mixture ratio to a narrow range, the character-
istic velocity w111 be fixed and the parameter {W/Pc ) will be a function of throat
area only, since no changes occurred in the injector performance with time. As
shown in Fig. 42, for the range of chamber pressure of 880-913, the throat area
remained practically constant for the first 350 seconds, with a step increase of
1.83 percent before 400 seconds of run time had been accumulated. This agrees
closely with estimates made from visual throat observations. After 460 seconds,
the parameter W/Pc indicates a gradual 1.91-percent increase in throat area up
to the 3000 seconds of total accumulated running time. Flowrate and chamber
pressure data random scatter are present in the data in Fig. 42. Data for chamber
pressures above 913 psia and below 880 psia also are shown.
The variation of {W/Pc ) from its initi_l valu_ _<'s curve fitted as a function of
accumulated running time. This variation wa_-_e_ as equivalent to the throat
area change for each test. Using the pretest measured value, a throat area was
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then calculated for each test. With the new t._'oat area, the characteristic veloc-
ity efficiencies (_c,) were recalculated and are shown in Fig. 43. The scatter
was reduced considerably. A curve fit of the data _ndica_ed a variation ','ith
mixture ratio as shown by the solid line in Fig. 43 , at a constant chamber pressure
of 1200 psia. The variation with chamber pressure was less significant that, the
mixture ratio variation. The equation relating _c* to chambe_ pressure (Pc) and
primary mixture ratio (HRp) is sh(_vn in Fig. 43 The calculated 2-_ variation for
the data in Fig. 42 was *_0.69 percent.
It should be mentioned that fuel leaks in the thrust ch2mber tubes ezperienced
toward the end of the program, tend to increase the value of the (W/P c ) parameter
and yield a virtual increase in throat area. This i_ rectified, however, in the
calculated c" because the uncorrected flowrate is used.
Correlation of test bed No. I and 2 c* data is shown in Fig. 44. As can be seen,
the correlation is good because injector and combustor geometry were identical for
both units. The larger scatter present in test bed No. 2 data is believed to haw
been caused b> the increased scatter in the flowrate measurement. No attempt was
made to re,:uce data scatter as was done with test bed No. 1 data.
Specific Impulse
The tests in the beginning of test bed No. I test series that showed the least
amount of change in throat area with time were selected for determination of engine
projected performance. These tests were conducted at chamber pressures ranging from
806 to fiBS psia at primary mixture ratios of 3.83 to 5.98, and at expansion area
ratios from 113.5 to 116.7 (since chamber pressure affects the throat area). Each
- 1120 psia, _ = 5.5,
data point was corrected to one set of conditions, i.e., Pc P
g = 115, and P = 15.77. The mean site (Pa = 13.77) specific impulse calculate'!
a
in this manner was 345.5 seconds with a 2-_ variation of ±1.62 percent.
)
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Vacuum specific impulse was also determined from site data with procedures presented
in Ref. 1 . For the conditions of Pc' MRp, and g indicated above, the 1,rojected
mean vacuum specific impulse was 455.7 seconds. The 2-_ deviation for this mean
value was +_1.26 percent. The c* eftlciency for these conditions is 99.3 percent
(Fig. 43).
The correlation of test bed ._o. i _md 2 specific impulse data is shown _n Fig. _5
as a function of pressure ratio. Characteristic velocity efficiency and mixture
ratio data are also shown. Very good correlation was obtained in th_ specific
impulse data. The typical altitude compe_sation of the aurospike noz ie performance
is indicated by the data. At a chamber-to-ambient pressure ratio (Pc/Pa) of 81.6
= = 14.70), a sea level specific impulse o_ 346 is obtained, at
[Pc 1200 psia, Pa
a primary mixture ratio of 5.5.
SECONDARY FLOW EFFECTS
Test experience with the aerospike has shown that nozzle performance varies with
secondary flow and that an optimum seconda_ flow exists _hich, for a given geom-
etry, depends on pressure ratio (altitude). Also, larger gains in performance
are obtained at the lower altitudes thm, in vacuum but require larger secondary
flows than in vacuum. For the linear enBine, predictions had indicated that at
vacuum (Ref. i ), an increase in specific impulse of approximately I percent would
be obtained by decreasing the secondary flo_ by 1 percent fro the reference sec-
ondary flow (2 percent of the primary flow). Also, a decrease of 1 percent in spe-
cific impulse would be obtained from an increase in secondary flow of I percent
from the reference secondary flow.
Test results obtained with test bed No. i (secondary flow of 2 percent) and test
bed No. 2 (secondary flows of 1 and 3 percent) are shown in Fig. 46.
At the higher pressure ratios tested, the measured specific impulse appears to
follow the predicced vacuum trends with secondary flow. For most pressure ratios,
t
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the 1-_ercent secondary flow data are higher than the average curve through the
2-percent _econdary flow data. For the higher press'are ratios, the S-percent
secondary flow data are lower than the average curve for the 2-percent secondary
flow data. Not enough data were obtained to more completely define trends with
secondary flow and pressure ratio and to remove inherent data scatter. However,
it appears that the trends at pressure ratios greater than 65 are similar to those
predicted for the vacuum, case.
BASE PRESSURE TRENDS
Average base pressures were obtained from measurement of the base pressures at
20 locations in the base of test bed No. 2. Similar measurements made with the
test bed No. 1 engine indicated the base pressure was a m_ximum in the center of
the rectangular base and decreased near the sides of the rectangle.
Arithmetic averaging was used. The variation of the arithmetic average base pres-
sure with engine operating pressure ratio is shown in Fig. 47 for both test beds.
For test bed No. i, the upper and lower limits of the base pressure measurements
at each pressure ratio are indicated by vertical bars. In all tests conducted,
the average base pressures were between 96 to 100 percent of ambient pressure.
As expected, the lowest base pressures were obtained in the l-percent secondary
flow tests. The 3-percent secondary flow tests showed base pressures higher than
the 2 percent, also as expected. At pressure ratios above 52, the (+7°, ÷7°)
hinged configuration with S-percent secondary flow indicated higher base pressures
than the reference not-hinged configuration. The thrust coefficient (÷7°, ÷7°)
hinged configuration also followed similar trends. The higher base pressure con-
tributed to the higher performance of the hinged ¢onfiT !ratiOn"
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THRUST VECTOR CONTROL STUDIES
DYNAMIC HINGING
Dynamic hinging of test bed No. 2 was accomplished through the use of an F-I engine
gimbal actuator. The actuator was mounted to the Delta-2B test stand and attached
through a bell crank to the lower thrust frame, as shown in Fig. 48. The total
travel of the actuator was approximately 6 inches and the bell crank leverage was
designed so that _+5.5 inches actuator motion would result in +-16 degrees rotation
of the thrust chamber assembly about the hinge axis. The actuator was driven by
hydraulic fluid supplied from a test facility hydraulic system. The actuator was
much larger than necessary to provide the forces required for hia&ing but was used
because of availability. The actuator piston area was 57 sq in. and hydraulic
supply pressure up to 1500 psi was available.
Dynamic hinging was accomplished on three tests. On test 624-006, five complete
hinge cycles at _+12 degrees were accomplished. On tests 6? "0S ana -010, 10 cycle-"
at _+16 degrees were accomplished on each test. The hingin_ te at ±16 degrees
was approximately 5 seconds per cycle. This was the highest .hinging rate possible
because of flow limitations in the ground hydraulic system and the large flow deman,
of the large diameter actuator. Hinging operation on all tests was smooth and
trouble free. Operation was stable throughout with no undue vibrations or anomalie'.
encountered.
Posttest inspection of the flexible ducting and other engine hardware did not revea
any damage resulting from the hinging. Figure 49 shows the engine at the _+16-degre
hinge angle during one of the hot-fire hinge cycles.
STATIC HINGING
Two configurations were tested to determine the thrust vector and performance poten
tial of hinging combustor-nozzle banks of the linear engine. One of these config-
urations consisted of prepositioning each of the two combustor-nozzle banks outward
C R-9049
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+7 degrees (Fig. 11) from their normal orientation. The other consisted of pre-
positioning one bank inward 5 degrees and the other outward 17 degrees. The first
configuration improves axial thrust, while the second provides a side force with
little change in axial thrust.
Sy.mmetric S_atic Hin_ing Configuration (+7°,+7°)
It had been estimated that the (+7°,+7 °) configuration would increase the thrust
chamber performance a maximum of approximately 3 percent by discharging the pri-
mary combustion gases more axially. The increase in thrust would vary with pres-
sure ratio (altitude) since the effective gas discharge angle changes with alti-
tude. At design pressure ratio where the gas 6ischarges axially in the reference
(not-hinged} configuration, the performance of the hinged configuration would be
below that of the reference configuration.
Testing confirmed this initial estimate. The ratio of thrust-to-chamber pressure
is shown in Fig. 50, plotted as a function of chamber-to-ambient pressure ratio,
for the reference (not-hinged) configuration, and for the (+7°,+7 °} hinged
confi guavati on.
The parameter F/P c is proportional to the product of the no:zle thrust coefficient
(CF) and throat area (At}. The nozzle thrust coefficient is a function of pressure
ratio and orientation of the combustor-nozzle banks, while the throat area is not.
Therefore, the parameter F/P c follows the same trends with pressure _tio and nozzle
orientation as C F. Average curves have been drawn through each set of data in
Fig. 50. By comparing these two curves, it can be seen that the thrust coefficient
was increased by approximately 3 percent at a pressure ratio of 62.5, and by 1.8
percent at a pressure ratio of 75. Above that pressure ratio, the increase in
thrust will diminish, although no data were obtained above that range. Below a
pressure ratio o_ 62.5, the increase in thrust again diminishes. This is caused
by the effect of recompression on the nozzle flow discharge angle.
9
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It is possible to calculate the initial angle (for the reference configuration)
of the resultant force acting on each nozzle bank as a function of pressure ratio
from the measured axial forces (Fig. S0) of the (÷7°, ÷7° ) hinged configuration
and the reference configuration. The equations necessary for calculating the
resultant angle before hinging are shown in Fig. SI. In this simplified analysis,
it is necessary, to know only the axial thrusts before and after hinging as a func-
tion of pressure ratio, and the hinge angle. The calculated resultant angle, dR,
varied from 14 degrees at a pressure ratio of 62.5 to 12.5 degrees at a pressure
ratio of 72. The variation of @R with pressure ratio is util_zed in the analysis
of the unsymmetric static hinged configuration, made to determine effective gimbal
angles.
Uns_q_q_etric Static Hi_ rati°n (*17½°' -S")
Figure 52 displays the skewed configuration relative to load _II locations and
engine coordinates. Rotating one combustor-nozzle bank outward ÷i_" positions
the resultant force more axially, simultaneously reducing the side force on that
side (Fig. 53). Positioning the opposite combustor nozzle bank inward S degrees
increases the side force on that side and reduces the axial thrust. The net effect
is the generation of a side force which, as initially estimated, would provide a
maximum of ii degrees of equivalent gimbal angle with no appreciable change in
thrust.
The engine could not be tested with the basic (+17½ ° , -S°) configuration since
the exhaust would have missed the facility flame deflecting duct. Instead the
pre-hinged engine was rotated I0 degrees to bring its exhaust gas axis in coinci-
dence with the fl_me bucket axis.
Axial thrust-to-chamber pressure ratio data (F/P c) obtained with this configuration
are shown in Fig. 54 compared to the (+7 ° , ÷7°) configuration and the basic "not-
hinged" configuration. These data are also shown in Table 6 together with the
side force data (divided by chamber pressure) measured during the same test series.
It is necessary to convert this axial thrust and side force data to what would
have been measured had the engine been tested in its basic (÷17½ °, -5") orientation.
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Chamber Resultant Force Angle
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Equations:
FAT = R [cos {17.5-e R +101 + cos (e R +5 -I0)]
FST = R [-sin (17.5-% R +101 + sin (8R +3 -i0)]
FA = R [cos {17.s-e R) + cos (8R +$1]
FS = R [sin (17.S-OR) ÷ cos (OR +5)]
-I
_G = tan FA/F S
Solution:
FAT cos (17.5-8 R) _ COS COR +51
FA = Pc Pc cos {17.5-@ R +101 + cos (OR +5 -i0)
FST sin CI7.5-ORI + COS (0R +5)
FS = PC -_c -sin (!7.'[-@R +10) ÷ sin (@R +5 -10)
As tested axial thrust
As tested side force
DesireJ hinged axial force
Desired _inged side force
Equivalent gimbal angle
-i
9G = tan FA/F S
Figure 53. Equation for Calculation of Linear Engine
Equivalent Gimbal Angle
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It _as possible to do this conversion since the angle of the thrust chamber result-
ant fo:ce i_ known as a function of pressure ratio from the previously tested (-7 °,
.7 °) configuration. The equations required for the subject conversion are shown in
F£g. 53.
TABLE
Test
NO.
624o014
624-016
624-019
6, TEST AND CALCULATED DATA FOR LINEAR ENGINE
i,_ , -S°) HINGED CONFIGURATION*÷ --l O
FAT/P c
774.47
77.41
77.50
77.01
76.9
76.9
77.2
FsT/P c FA/P c
1.002 76.02
1.006 75.97
1.068 76.06
0.953 75.58
1.1174 75.47
1.0979 75.43
1.054 75.70
Fs/P c
9.64
9.64
9.63
9.18
11.32
10.58
10.16
Slice
Time, pc/p a
s_conds
iS. 5 71. i0
35.S 71.68
57,8 71.91
15.9 71.09
15. I 68.80
30. I 69.20
60.0 69.7 O
*Symbols defined in Fig. 53.
9R,
degrees
13.09
12.78
12.46
13.09
13.45
13.15
13.42
_G'
degrees
7.30
7.33
7.78
6.98
8.62
8.06
7.71
In Table 6 , one can see that a maximum equivalent gimbal angls of 8.62 degrees
was obtained at a pressure ratio of 68.8. The calculated resultant force angles
are shown in the tableTor-each pressure ratio tested. The corrected axial thrust
data for the (+17½ °, -5°) hinged configuration are plotted in Fig. 54. It can be
seen that the data correlate well with the reference, not-hinged configuration,
indicating no loss in axial thrust as a result of hinging (+17½", -5°).
Table 7 presents data samples of n_ne time slices from the three tests C624-014,
-017, and -019) of this configuration which reached mainstage operation. These
data slices cover two thrust levels at which the engine operated and are compared
to data from tests at other nozzlepositions at both equivalent and varying thrust
levels. Table 8 is a sample of the TVC program printout which provided the data
for compilation of Table 7 . Included on the printout are corrections that were
applied to the resultant thrust vector data to account for any propellant inlet
duct forces. The values shown on the table are indicative of the typical correc-
tion magnitudes observed for &ll other time slices.
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TABLE 8. THRUST VECTOR CONTROL _ATA
lEST NUMBER FEST D_[E TEST STA'JO SLICE TIME
624.014 92073 DELTA 2B 57..5 SECS
E_GI _qE
THRUST (LBS) ................. 76870.
MIXTJEE RATIO (_RU) .......... 4.093
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (LB-SEC) .... 344.987
CHAMS_A PRESSUR_ (PSIA) ......
76_70.
4.412 (_VG)
356.937
99S (AVG)
ENGINE [a[AL THRUST COMPONENTS ARE:
X (RaADSIDE} ..... 30H LBS
(DELTA !) ...... 1059 L_S
-y (VERTICAL) ..... 76667.1LBS
r
PIERCE P_INT DISPLACEMENT (IN X-g PLAqE) IS ..... _.!7954 IqCHFS
DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS ARE: X=-.9S2331 INCHES
g= 1.94561 INCHES
_NGLE FROM GIMBAL CENTER IS: 16.2166 DEGREES
ENGI,_E [JROUES (IN INCH-LBS) ARE: PITCH. ..-] 49544
¥_W ..... 75504
ROLL .... - 24
THE THRUSI VECTBR IS ANGLED .82207t DEGREES FROM THE VERTICAL
C_RECTIONS:
LaX DUCT ..... 239.829
FUEL DUCT .... -114.746
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Figure SS presents a curve of engine system thrust versus chamber pressure. The
curve established is over a thrust range of 43,000 pounds and a chamber pressure
range of 500 psi.
The thrust vector pierce point displacements from the gimbal center in the X-Z
plane are shown in Fig. $6. There is a noticeable trend exhibited in that a defi-
nite majority of the nominal configuration data points are concentrated in the
(-X, -Z) quadrant of the graphical display while the {+7°, +7°) configuration data
tend to straddle the X-axis. The skewed configuration displacement values at the
higher thrust level are clustered about the X = -0.01, Z = ÷2.2) coordinates at
the extreme left side. The lower thrust level displacements comingle with the
(÷7o, +7 o) configuration data.
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Figure SS. Test Bed ,No. 2 Engine Thrust vs Chamber Pressure
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Figure 56. Test Bed No. 2 Thrust Vector Analysis
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.LRUST CH._MBER ILARDWAR_ DURABILITY
NOZZLE DURABILITY
Nozzle durability was _. good. The only tube erosions that were experienced
occurred or. test 010 as the result of an operating error that caused a high mixture
ratio shutdown. Damage incurred on test 010 included erosion through the zirconium
oxide protective coating and through the hot-gas side of 40 tube crowns on the No. 6-
No. i0 nozzle bank of the engine. Also, tube-to-tube braze alloy melted away, leaving
vist_,l tube-to-tube gaps in the forward 18 inches of the nozzle. Erosion from the
hot shutdown typically started within i/8 inch of the forward copper end bar transi-
tion piece and extended I/2 to 1 inch aft. Repairs were successfully made by torch
into the tube erosions and covering the patches with the
• -_ide nlasma spray coatlng Tub? _--airs were successful and the nozzle.
brazing insert patches . _t -tzbe gaps were closed by torch braz-
_gC_%Ifmll^the recesses betleene_le_ _S_o_ _Pd with the original eroslon regioni
bank damage area required on Y
throughout the remainder of the test program.
The other nozzle region requiring repairs intermittently throughout the test program
was the coolant tubes adj_=ent to the nozzle bank corners. Tube splits on the hot-
on the nozzle
• -om-artment fires, occurred regularly in a!l four corners.gas side and tube cracks adjacent to or under the support hat bands
back side, causing englne c p ..... ontinuities at the square corners between
%_ese were the result of strUctural _lsu
the nozzle and the end fences, and tube material thermal growth differences causing
high material strain levels between the H z cooled nozzle tubes and the adjacent
water-cooled end fence tubes.
The nozzle contour remained essentially inzact throughout the test program. All
hot-gas side tube surfaces remained within 0.060 inch of the original contour except
for thermal distortion areas caused during braze repair of the tube-to-tube leakage
after the hot shutdOWn on test 010. Chipping and flaking of the zirconium oxide
protected area was progressive throughout the test program. Approximately 75 per-
cent of the originally protected ares was still covered at the conclusion of the
test program. No tube erosions, except for those specified previously, occurred
where the coating came off.
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END FENCE DURABILITY
The water-cooled end fences are considered as facility items and do not represent
finalized designs. They operated satisfactorily, with failures due to operation
confined to thermal buckling of the tube bundles and thermal cracking of tubes
adjacent to the corners where attached to the nozzle. Both dlscrepancies are
considered caused by the thermal difference during operation of the water-cooled
fences and liquid H2-cooled nozzle. No attempt was made to remedy the situation.
Operation of the engine was not compromised by the between test repair of the ther-
mal tube cracks.
TURBINE EXHAUST hIANIFOLD _ND HOT-GAS SEAL DURABILITY
Testing of the initial turbine exhaust manifold for eight main_tage tests and 786
seconds of accumulated duration showed the redesign configuration (from test bed
No. I) to have excellent durability capabilities. At this point of the test pro-
gram, a new, wider base was installed for the (÷7 °÷7°3 nozzle positions. Figures
57 and 58 show the posttest condition of this manifold. Figure 57, a view of
the perforated base, shows the hardware to have sustained essentially no thermal
distortion or degradation. The external lines shown are base pressure instrumenta-
tion lines added after the hardware was completed. The fatigue cracks at the
comers of the gas distribution inlet ports (Fig. 58) resulted from incorrect fab-
rication. The ports should have been dual circular inlets instead of the single
rectangular inlet to provide a design stiffer and _re resistant to comer strains
and concentrations.
A hot-gas closeout seal design of the formed waffle-type configuration developed
for test bed No. 1 showed parer t:_al cracking during testing at the comers of
the individual metal formed sec _o:ks throughout the test program. A section of
the seal used throughout the ini:ial 876 seconds of the engine test program (prior
to repositioning the nozzle sides) was removed for metallurgical analysis. The
analysis showed that the 321 CRES material fractures were too brittle to be the
result of low cycle fati_ae. _c crack branching, crack appearance, and the pres-
ence of a corrosive environment on the test stand led to an investigation for stress
cracking. The residual stress necessary for stress cracking was demonstrated by
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subjecting the sample to boiling Mg CI 2 solution and producing additional seal
cracks in previously uncracked areas. It was concluded that changing the seal ma-
terial from 321CRES to an alloy less susceptible to stress cracking such as Inconel
600 would be a solution for future hardware fabricated.
Testing the engine at reduced secondary g_s flowrates by b_assing a greater por-
tion of the turbine exhaust gas showed increased seal operating temperatures due
to less coolant for the base region. Testing with only 20 percent of the turbine
exhaust gas flow through the ba3e region caused minor erosion of the hot-g_s seal
parent metal. Testing at the 50-percent gas flow level (which would be typical
of full gas generator flow on a nondumped engine configuration) and more adequately
cooling the seal cavity should prevent seal erosion problems.
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COHBUSTOR DU_ILITY
No external failures occurred on any of the segments throughout the test program.
Leak checks and visual inspection showed no discernible external degradation of
castings, welds, elec_roformed nickel, or braze joints. No electroformed nickel
failures as the result of hydrogen embrittlement occurred with the previously
described techniques of exposed surface protection.
Combustor interior condition of the injector face plate injection eiem_s and
igniter elements remained good throughout the test program. Interior surfaces of
the NARIoy-A se_ent walls showed gradual deterioration with accumulated test time,
resulting in some severe erosions at the program completion.
Since no design changes were made on the test bed No. 2 co_ustors pertinent to
thermal operation or protection (compared to test bed No. I), except for nickel
plating the interior surfaces of two co_ustors, there was no reason to e_ect any
improvement in segment hot-gas wall resistance to erosion. _erefore, se_ent line
surface roughening and erosions progressed essentially identically to those describ
in Ref. 2 for test bed No. i. At cha_er pressures up to _out I000 psi, the in-
terior surfaces typically roughened and progressed to minor erosions in line with
some injector elements in the throat region over an opera, rig period of several
hundred seconds. Interim hand polishing to remove the rough sections _d smooth
R-9049
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kthe minor erosions delayed progression of the surface deterioration. _ven with
regular interior surface maintenance, _rosions still occurred. Purposely not
nolishi_g the roughened areas on one segment showed that the condition continued
to worsen and that surface erosion progressed more rapidly. Operation for shor_
time periods at the design point of 1200-psi Pc caused major hot-gas wall erosions
that exposed some coolant channels to the combustion zone. The locations, types,
and general geomet_" of the erosions were thoroughly covered in Ref. 2 . }:igure 59
snows the composite progression of hot-gas wall surface deterioration with tes= time
and chamber pressures. In this figure, surface roughening is defined as a sandpaper-
type finish with no treasurable parent metal removal. Surface erosions are defined as
being the grooves where metal was removed in alignment with oxidizer posts, but _vhich
had only progressed to about O.060-i_;c!_ width and d_d not allow channel coolant leak-
age. Exposed channels are those through the hot-gas wall which allow d_mping H 2
coolant directly to the comDustor, bypassing the injector. The effects of operat-
ing at 1200 Pc are seen to show rapid increases in erosion fetes.
Figure 60 (derivations in Ref. i ) shows a correlation of estimzted average calcu-
lated wall temperature that a typical segment liner would experience for the various
test levels. This parameter can be considered a convenient comparinon of test sever-
it>' experienced during testing of the engine, and not an accurate representation of
actual wall temperature. It represents a linearization of the effect of various
operating parameters on predicted wall temperature at an average chamber pressure.
The increase of wall temperature shown at B85 to 1025 seconds accumulated duration
wa_ caused by reorificing the engine for increased mixture ratio operation. This
causel higher combustion temperature, and higher H 2 coolant temperature from the
tubular noz:le exit, resulting in higher combustion hot-gas wall operating temperatures.
A comparison of a normalized average combustor heat load parameter (shown in Ref. I
for comparison at varying operating conditions is given in Fig. 61. These levels are
comparable to test bed No. " The parameter did not show the variation to be as much
as te_t bed No. i, probably because of a more determined attempt to keep the combustor
interior surfaces polished.
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Figure 59. Test Bed No. 2 Chamber Conditions vs Accumulated Duration
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Figure 60. Test Bec No. 2 Thrust Chamber Estimated Average Peak
Wall Temperature vs Accumulated Duration
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Figure 61. Test Bed No. 2 Thrust Chamber Heat Flux parameter vs
Accumulated Duration
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Eight of the i0 segments had no specific surface preparation (nickel plating} prior
to testing and should have shown repeatable erosion tendencies. A variation of fre-
quency and severity of erosiGn did occur on the individual combustors, but all eight
combustors incurred erosions. The variation among segments probably occurred due to
variations in hardware f_brication tolerances and rnnges of propellant mixture ratio.
Calculated mixture ratio variation among the eight segments was S.09 to 6.54 at the
design 1200-psi Pc" Erosion severity ranking of the individmal segments showed a
relationship to the increasing calculated individual segment mixture ratio. This
trend is shown in Fig. 6:, but estimates of individual _egment mixture ratio and
erosion severit;" are less than accurate. Inner wall erosions were somewhat more
predominant than the outer wall, but both hot-gas walls experienced severe erosion
on some _egments. "L_is indication was also seen on test bed No. i, and is probably
attributed to uneven H 2 coolant distribution.
The two combustors with 0.002- to O.O03-inch electrodeposited nickel on the combus-
tion zone hot-gas walls showed less erosion than those without. One segment did
not have NARIoy erosions. However, this one had an hydraulic balance that placed
it at the low end (number 9 of I0) of segment individual operating mixture ratios.
It is likely that this segme1_t would have experienced only minor erosion an>way.
Howe,,er, the other nickel-plated segment operated at the highest mixture ratio unit
(number i of the i0 segments at 1200-psi Pc), but sustained only one erosion region
throughout the entire program. The condition of the nickel plating gradually deteri-
orated on both segments by cracking and pitting locally throughout the 1199.5 seconds
of accumulated operation. The end condition of the plating, other than the one ero-
sion area, was that a small portion had separated from the high heat load region of
the combustion zone. In general, it is considered that the nickel plating showed
the capability to provide erosion protection during operation, bu _c that the repeated
thermal cycling caused portions of the covering to crack and subsequently leave the
base material in the high heat load areas.
'i
/
)
The "machined liner" fabricated from wrought NARIoy-A showed no structural problems,
but had erosion tendencies at least as severe as the cast liners. Erosion experienced
was as severe as any of the I0 segments, but the calculated operating mixture ratio
was also among b_e highest (number 3 _f i0 at 1200-psi Pc ) • Based on the one sample,
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Figure 62.
Test Bed No. 2 Thrust Chm_ber Calculated Segment Mixture Ratio
vs Accumulated Erosion Severity (Nickel-Plated Hot-Gas Wall
Combustors not Included)
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it is consideredthat liner erosion resistance is approximatelythe same as for
castings, and that the fabricated concept could be utilized as a backup concept _.J
for castings. However, costs for a machined liner are significantly above those
for a cast liner.
An interim check on possible combustor throat gap chan_e during the test program
showed the area to be within 0.5 percent of the original measured gap. However,
local changes due to local erosion were not measured. This is considered to be
within measurement accuracy and no changes to data reduction input quanta.ties were
made, but it was estimated that throat area increased about 2 percent due to erosion
occurring in the NARIoz.
The combustor liner erosions experienced on test beds No. I and 2 are caused by at,
injector design that has "hot streaks" below the injector elements. The current
6$-element design gives marginal hardware compatibility for operation to 1000-psi
but causes rapid erosions at the 1200-psi Pc design operating level. An injector-
Pc"
segment combination that allows satisfactory operation will require a component test
program to develop the confii naratiOn for reliable hardware operation at design Pc
conditions. Such variables as cup design, injection velocities, injector pattern, 9
element position, number of elements, element angle with respect to confining surfaces,
and liner heat load capabilities would be reviewed.
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APPENDIX A
BREADBOARD THRUST CHAMBER TEST BED
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL S'_DY
Rocketdyne is currently developing a breadboard thrust chamber test bed which
employs segmented combustors under the Saturn Engines O&FS Program, contract
NAS8-2SIS6. A part of this program was devoted to evaluation and selection of a
segmented combustor thrust vector control concept for use on follow-on test bed
programs.
Determining an optimum segmented combustor TVC syztem requires a tradeoff study of
TVC concepts. The study objectives were to conduct a generalized analysis of TVC
concepts applicable to future vehicles and to determine optimum configurations
which warrant further evaluation on the No. 2 breadboard test bed. This report
presents the detailed analyses, design considerations, and study results used to
define optimized TVC systems for a segmented combustor engine application.
SUMMARY
Nine TVC concepts were evaluated. From these, two were selected as being optimum
for the segmented combustor engine concept and were studied in depth. The two
concepts were the peripheral system and the checkerboard system. These systems
were subjected to detailed analysis in the areas of: (1) performance, (2) struc-
tural complexity, (3) propellant feed and exhaust system design, and (4) engine-
to-vehicle interface design. The Space Shuttle booster TVC requirements were used
as a baseline in establishing overall design requirement. The peripheral system
showed superiority in performance and propellant feed and exhaust system design.
_e chekerboard system appeared less complicated structurally because it follows
more contemporary design practices. No advantage was determined for either system
with the engine-to-vehicle interface design.
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CONCLUSIONS
llae following conclusions_ere madefrom this study:
i. The two most feasible thrust vector control concepts for a Space Shuttle
booster-t_pe application are the checkerboard system and the peripheral
system.
2. The optimum thrust vector control concept for a segmented combustor
system appears to be the peripheral system because of its higher per-
formance potential.
3. The structural complexity of the periphera! system is greater; ho_ever,
the required peripheral system structural desist" is within the state of
the art.
i.
:'.?
_e
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DESIGN REQU IRE,tENTS
To conduct a meaningful study related to thrust vector control for a vehicle which
employs engines with segmented combustors, it was necessar)" to establish a set of
guidelines for this study. The intent was to stud)'TVC concepts with broad appli-
cation to future booster and upper stage vehicles. At the same time, the study
must be specific enough that direct comparisons with existing type systems can be
made. This direct comparison permits evaluation of the proposed new concepts, in
light of existing technology, and provides meaningful decision-making information
relative to the candidate systems.
The Space Shuttle booster vehicle was selected to provide specific requirements
for the study, with the further ground rule that the study must encompass more
broad ,pplications and be suitable for use on advanced _ehicles as well. The
Space Shuttle booster engine gimbal requirement is ±10 degrees in either pitch or
yaw. The pitch maneuver is required for continuous tracking of the vehicle center
of gravity, for the planned vehicle pitch programs, and for short-term emergency
corrections for cross winds, etc. The effective 10-degree pitch gimbal angle is
required to meet these needs. The yaw maneuvers are required for planned vehicle
ymv programs and for short-term emergency correction for cross winds, etc. Typi-
cally, yaw maneuvers are less severe than pitch maneuvers; therefore, the maximum
effective yaw gimbal requirement was established to be ±8 degrees.
_ae resultant effective TVC requirements for the subject study are as follows:
I. Effective Gimbal Angle
a. Pitch +_10 degrees
b. Yaw +_8 degrees
2. Gimbaling rate: 10 degrees/second
2
3. Gimbal acceleration rate: 3 to 10 rad/sec
4. Thrust density: 5500 lbf/ft2 of boattail area
5. Boattail size: 30 x 40 feet (approximately)
t R-9049
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The effe=tive gimbal angle is defined as the net angular change in res'ultant thrust
vector from all engines, The thrust density is defined as total sea level thr_lst
from all engines divided by cross-sectional boattail area normal to the vehicle
axis.
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CANDIDATE THRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTE_
Included in the study was an evaluation of all potential candidate designs for
thrust vector control. In each system evaluated, the requirements of the TVC
system were as described earlier, i.el, each system r_ust meet the requirements for
e'ffective gimbal angle, gimbal rate, thrust density, and boattail size.
It was found that some of the systems studied were suitable for most an>" engine/
boattail arrangement and provided broad application to different missions and/or
vehicle designs. Other systems were more limited in scope and were on:y suitable
for particular types of application.
The systems studied are listed in Table_l.
Tab le_l. Thrust Vector Control Evaluation
T_ es of TVC
_ _
• Side-gas injection TVC
• Gas deflector
• Differential throttling
• Conventional gimbal bearing - linear engine
• Conventional gimbal bearing - round engine
• Double parallel hinge axis
• Double hinge axis
• Parallelogram
• Independent sides
• Single-hinge axis
• Peripheral engines
t
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TIIRUST VECFOR CONTROL SYSTE.q EV3.LIL\TiON
.x tradeoff evaluation was conducted for each system, listing system features,
unique cimracteristics, advantages and disadvantages of each, and potential appli-
cation for each. The variables considered were performance, performance loss a_
a function of gimbal angle, unique design features, engine design complexity, boat-
tail design complexity, cost, weight, and appearance.
TableA-2presents a listing of the features, with advantages and disadvantages of
each system. Three systems, the single-hinge axis, the double-hinge axis, and
the peripheral were selected for further study because they exhibited the greatest
potential for meeting the established requirements and because they lend themselves
to broad application to future vehicles. ,'he other systems were discarded for
reasons such as low performance, inability to meet the basic requirements, strac-
rural complexity of either engine or boattail, or operational problems.
The three TVC systems which showed the greatest potential were further reduced to
two by deIeting the double-hinge system. There were two reasons for this•ceduction:
(1) the performance features of the double-hinge system can be correi. _d to either
the single-hinge or peripheral design, and (2) the double-hinge syste> contained
problems in the base seal desi_ which could not be clearly defined/or eliminated
without extensive detailed design effort which was outside the sc_e of this
study.
Continuing the evaluation study on the selected TVC concepts requires additional
engine-to-vehicle integration details. Again for conveni_Ice, the TVC concepts
were tailored for a Space Shuttle booster application ari 6.6 million pounds of
booster sea level thrust. For clustered single-hinge 9ngine and peripheral engine
modules, the major consideration in engine arrangement was performance. The Space
Shuttle requires continuous pitch variation to tradx the vehicle center of gravity.
If not all engines are used to track the center g f gravity, the engine thrust
vectors do not all aim the same direction and tTte effective thrust is reduced.
Thus, for maximum performance, the number of .mgines used for GG tracking must be
maximized. At the same time, the number of engines required for vau and roll
R-9049
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maneuvers must also be some reasonable value; otherwise, with :,m< or roll maneuver-
ing, the angular excursions for equivalent turning moments becomes excessive, a
serious loss in vehicle performance results, and the engine design required to
provide the high hinge angles is unduly complicated.
_ith the single-hinge and peripheral engine concept, many engine/boattail arrange-
ments are possible and most of the practical arrangements were evaluated. A sam-
piing of some of the single-hinge engine/boattail designs is shown in Fig. A-I.
Each concept has its own unique problems and advantages, which will not be dis =
cussed here as they are beyond the scope of this report. However, the previously
mentioned design consideration, low performance loss during TVC maneuvers, together
with standard vehicle design considerations such as minimum complexity, simplicity
of design and ease of maintenance, ted to the following engine/boattail arrange-
ments as being best for the selected concepts.
Peripheral Design:
Checkerboard Design:
The peripheral design was incorporated into a 30 by
40-foot rectangular boattail with 14 engine modules
l0 in pitch and 4 in yaw, as shown in Fig. A-2. Each
engine module is 8 feet wide. Figure A-3 presents an
end and back view of a single module.
The single-hinge design was incorporated into a 40=
foot-diameter boattail with 12 engines arranged
2-4-4-2, 8 in pitch and 4 in yaw) as shown in Fig.A-4.
Each engine module is 10 ft 2. Figure A-5 shows the
component arrangement of a single-engine module.
The determination of the optimum TVC concept requires detailed analysis in the
following areas: {I) performance, (2) structural complexity, (3) propellant feed
and exhaust system design, and (4) engine=to-vehicle interface design requirements.
Each of these areas is discussed below as a separate item.
PERFORMANCE
Table A-3 presents a comparison of checkerboard and peripheral engine system per-
formance. The predicted performance of the peripheral concept is higher than that
R-9049
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expected in the checkerboard concept. The major reason for the higher performaslce
is the greater base area of the peripheral design. Further details on preJ:.ted
performance are presented in the Engine System Performance section at the rod of
this report. For this study, TVC effects on engine performance are considered.
Providing TVC with hinged engines rather than gimbaled engines has some ]rawbacks
because hinged engines can be rotated only in yaw or pitch, not in both axes.
Thus, only a portion of the engines can effect either a yaw or pitch thrust vector
maneuver, with the result that mo,'e hinge-angle capability must be provided for
hinged-engine systems than for gimbaled engine systems. The hinge-magic require-
ments shown in Table 3 are different fox" each concept. The checkerboard TVC
angle requirements, z24 degrees, is based on the yaw engines TVC angle required to
effect an 8-degree equivalent system TVC angle. The peripheral concept _inz e
angle is +48 to -10 degrees* and combines TVC capability with altitude compensation
(see Fig. A-6). Figures A-7 andA-8 show the engine hinge angle verso_ effec,l"e
net thrust vector angle for the checkerboard and peripheral concepts in pitch and
yaw, respectively. These curves show the hinge angle penalty resultir, g from not
having all engines capable of yaw or pitch maneuvers_ A range is shown for the
peripheral concept from sea level to altitude because, at altitude, inboard engine
rotation reaches a maximum (i.e., no further inboard rotation is possible), there-
by doubling the hinge angle required of the outboard engines to effect a given
TVC mm,euver.
For a given TVC maneuver, a performance (thrust) loss is sustained when bank actua-
tion occurs because the jet s=reams from the hinged engines leave the vehicle
in different direc'.ions from _he engines which remain stationary. Figures A-9 and
A I0 presept percent loss in thrust versus equivalent vector angle for the checker-
board and the peripheral concepts in pitch and yaw, respectivel). A range is
•_For the p_-pheral concept, the vacuum or altitude position was selected as the
reference point, with negative hinge angles implying inboard rotation and positive
gimbal angles implying outboard rotation from the reference point. Also, only the
yaw engines can rotate negatively because wxth the arrangement selected, pitch
engine negative rotation would interzct with the yaw engines.
R-9049
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Figure A-6. Peripheral Engine Hozzle Hinge Angle Positions
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Figure A-7. Pitch Hinge Angle as a Function of Engine Net Vector Angle
for Peripheral and Checkerboard Systems
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Figure A-8.
Yaw Hinge Angle as a Function of Engine Net Vector Angle for
Peripheral and Checkerboard Systems
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Figure A-9. Percent Loss in Thrust Versus Equivalent Pitch Vector Angle
_or the Checkerboard and Peripheral Engine Systems
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Figure A-IO. Percent Loss in Thrust Versus Equivalent Yaw Vector Anlle for the
Checkerboard and Peripheral E,_gine Systems
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shown for the peripheral system because, at altitude, inboard glmbaling is limited
in yaw and nonexistent in pitch, thus requiring the opposite engine bank, which
can rotate outboard, to compensate by rotating through twice the required angle.
_ese curves show that performance (thrust) losses during TVC maneuvers are greater
with the peripheral system except for sea level pitch maneuvers.
Comparing candidate _'C system performance requires caluclat!ng performance losses
over an entire flight profile. Again, it was germaine to utilize the Space Shuttle
flight profile pitch program for this comparison. The Space Shuttle proposed pitch
programs shown in Fig.All account for vehicle CG tracking and headwind, tailwind,
or no wind conditions. The vehicle CG tracking maneuver, which is the major pitch
maneuver contributor, is constant_ changing during a flight because of propellant
consumption. From examination of Fig. _II it can be seen that gimbal angle excursions
could be significantly reduced by having the pitch engines biased 2.7 degrees ini-
tially. This action effectively shifts the engine null from 0 to +2.7 degrees at
launch. Figure_12 presents the same Shuttle Vehicle pitch profile with the bias
incorporated. The pitch program shown in Fig._12 results in a small pitch angle
bias at start which passes through zero (null pitch) approximately midway through
the flight and finally ends up with an opposite pitch angle bias at burnout.
Using the no wind TVC flight profile (shown in Fig._lY), a performance (thrust)
loss was calculated for both the checkerboard and peripheral system arrangements.
The flight profile was divided into nineteen lO-second time segments, and an aver-
age pitch gimbal angle was estimated for each time segment. These data are
tabulated in Table k4 • Knowing the pitch angle, a percent thrust loss value can
be derived from Fig._O corresponding to each time segment. The average total
flight performance loss is then calculated by sun_aing the thrust losses and dividin_
this number by the number of time segments. An average total flight performance
(thrust) loss of 0.04 and 0.06 percent was calculated for the checkerboard and
peripheral systems, respectivelY. Table A-4 includes the percent thrust loss data
and the average total flight performance loss calculations for the peripheral and
checkerboard system:.
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Table A-4 Flight Profile for Checkerboard and Peripheral Systems
Cime Period,
seconds
Wind Pitch
Gimbal Angle,
Altitude,- degrees
feet x 10 _ (Fig.A-l_
0 to i0 0 to 1.8 -2.7 to -4.2
10 to 20 1 8 to 4.2 -4.1
20 to 30 4.2 to 7.9 -4.0
30 to 40 7.9 to 12. -3.55
40 to 50 18.6 to 2.25 -2.25
50 to 60 26.5 -0.35
60 to 70 36.0 -0.9
70 to 80 47.5 -1.9
80 to 90 60.5 -1.8
90 to 100 74.2 -1.28
100 to 110 88.3 -0.78
110 to 120 103.2 -0.39
120 to 130 119.5 -0.1
130 to 140 135.5 +0.12
140 t3 iS0 151 *0.58
15U to i00 165.5 ÷1.0
160 to 170 178.4 ÷1.45
170 to 180 190.5 +2.12
180 to 187 197.5 +2.7
Checkerboard System
Percent Thrust Loss
(Fig. A-9}
0.14
0.13
0. 125
0.1
O. 035
0.0
0.01
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.005
0.0
0.0
0.0
O. 005
0.01
0.015
0.03
0.05
0.715
Average Total 0.715
Total Time Periods -- 19
,0.038
Percent Thrust Loss --0.04
Peripheral System
Percent Thrust Loss
(Fig. A-9)
0.12
0.II
0.I0
0.085
0.03S
0.000
O. 005
0.095"
0.085
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0. O6
0.12
0. 195
S I. 125
1. 125
-- 19
+0.059
-0.06
3
*Altitude curve used from this point (Fig. A-9)
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_hile TVC performance losses are greater with the peripheral concept, it is possi-
ble to increase system perforsance through altitude compensation. As mentioned
earlier, the peripheral system incorporates large gimbal angle capability to com-
bine TVC and altitude compensation. Altitude compensation for a segmented com-
bustor engine can be divided into two regimes: aerodynamic and thrust vector.
Aerodynamic altitude compensation results from exhaust stream interaction with
ambient air. The exhaust stream is compressed at low altitudes and expands at
high altitudes, depending on the local ambient a_ pressure. This interaction with
atmospheric pressure causes the nozzle wall pressure ratio profile (wall pressure/
chamber pressure) to vary with altitude for optimum nozzle performance. Figure,%15
(ideal wall pressures), illustrates this change in the wall pressure ratio from
sea level to vacuum for various nozzle lengths. However, this variation in the
nozzle pressure ratio profile causes the nozzle thrust vector angle to vary with
respect to the nozzle. The thrust vector inclination angle variation with altitude
is illustrated in Fig. A-14. Maximum net thrust occurs when the net thrust vector
of each module is always parallel to the vehicle axis. Thus, thrust vector altitude
compensation requires rotating the nozzle wails inboard from a sea level position
as altitude increases to keep the thrust vector in line with the engine (vehicle)
axis.
It has been estimated that thrust vector altitude compensation could effect a sea
level effective thrust improvement of between 2.7 and 5 percent. The 2.7-percent
value applies to the checkerboard design and is determined by taking the thrust
vector altitude compensation angle, 13 degrees, and calculating the thrust vector
loss (the inverse of the cosine of 13 degrees). The S-percent value applies to
the peripheral design where the angular difference may be as great as _8 to 20
degrees. The performance gain estimate assumes no changes in base area or pressure
which, of course, is invalid, Rotation of the nozzle walls obviously changes the
base area and, probably, the resultant base pressure. At present, base pressure
variations with nozzle wall rotation are not analytically determinable. Test data
are required, either wind tunnel modeling or hot fire, to determine thrust vector
altitude compensation effects on base pressure and to refine analytical perform-
ance prediction techniques.
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STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY
Without detailed design studies, estimates of the structural complexity of differing
concepts are difficult to make. However, some generalized comparisons of the two
concepts are presented in Table A-5. A discussion of the features and problems
associated with the designs is presented in the following sections.
Checkerboard Des ign
The ckeckerboard concept employs readily understood design.features. The thrast
frame (Fig. A-5) is a welded, lightweight tubular structure of conventional con-
struction. The thrust chambers are symmetrical about the hinge line and the result-
ant thrust vector passes through the hinge line. The imbalance forces are small
and result only from normal thrust misalignment. This permits the use of small
gimb_al actuators with small actuator travel required. The thrust would be trans-
mitted through five hinge bearings of similar design to the J-2 or F-1 gi_bal
bearing. The unit loading on the hi.age bearing would be well withing the existing
state of the art.
i"
.?
Peripheral Desi__
The peripheral concept presents more challenging structural problems (Fig. Ao2 and
A_3). The thrust frame is welded frame cantilever construction. The frame would
be lightweight, principally because only eight combustors are required for each
engine module, so the engine total width is 8 feet. The nozzle length is approx-
imately 10 feet. The long nozzle results in large bending moments about the nozzle
hinge line, which requires a high-strength nozzle backup structure with a large
section modulus.
Nith the large hinge angle required for the peripheral engine, and the large un-
balanced forces, the actuator required to effect hinging would be iarge with large
travel distances involved. The thrust vector with relation to the nozzle, changes
magnitude and direction as ambient pressure changes. An example of nozzle thrust
vector location and direction variation as a function of pressure ratio (Pc/ambient
R-9049
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pressure) is sho_,'n in Fig.A-IS. This changes the bending moments on the nozzle.
Summation of moments about the hinge line indicates a maximum bending moment of
approximately 600,000 lb-ft, ql_ese moments would be reacted by the actuator.
PROPELLANT FEED LND EXItAUST SYSTEM
From a TVC effects standpoint, the peripheral and checkerboard concepts show only
minor differences in the propellant feed and exhaust system.
A generalized comparison of propellant feed and exhaust system featttres for the
two candidate TVC concepts is presented in Table A-6.
The power package for either peripheral or checkerboard system engines consists
of turbopumps, gas generator, main propellant valves, pneumatic :ontrol system, and
associated piping, which could be mounted either rigidly above the hinge line or
to the gimbaled mass below the hinge line. A rigidly mounted power package for
checkerboard engines would required flexible joints in the high-pressure oxidizer
and fuel ducts, and in the turbine exhaust duct. If mounted to the gimbaled mass,
flexible joints would be required in the oxidizer and fuel pump inlet ducts and in
the pneumatic purge and pressurant lines which cross the engine/vehicle interface.
Generally speaking, flexible joints are simpler to design and fabricate with the
smaller duct sizes, particularly when large hinge angles are required, lCb.en hing-
ing is required in one direction only, the flexible joint design is simplified and
can be designed for larger hinge angles.
Two flexible joint designs presently being considered for checkerboard engine
application are: (1) an external gimbal ring with internal linkage (Fig.a-16), and
(2) an internal tripod-mounted ball and socket joint (Fig._l_. Both joints are
fully lined with the liner remaining effective in the deflected position as well
as in the neutral position, the liner shields the bellows from vibration-inducing
flow forces and reduces the pressure drop. The external gimbal ring with internal
linkage flexible joint would be used in high-pressure fluid lines such as pump
discharge lines. The internal tripod-mounted ball and socket flexible joint would
be used in exhaust system lines.
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fBoth flexible or articulating joint designs consist of a flexible metal bellows,
to absorb deflections and retain fluid pressures at acceptable stress levels, and
a restraint linkage to resist pressure-separating forces and to position the pivot
center on the bellows center. The flexible joint designs described involve known
and well-understood technology, and are within the state of the art.
The peripheral system engine power package could be mounted either rigidly to tke
vehicle side of the hinge line or to the nozzle and hinged with the nozzle assem-
bly. If rigidly mounted, swivel joints would be required on the fuel and oxidi:er
high-pressure ducts. If mounted to the nozzle, swivel joints would be required on
the propellant inlet ducts. The propellant ducting presently envisioned for the
peripheral engine uses a swivel design for the pump inlets(Fig.A-3 ). %_ile this
swivel design is more complex than that required for the checkerboard engines, the
overall peripheral engine propellant ducting system is simplified because of size
and single-nozzle feeding. Detailed designs of both concepts would be required to
decide which is optimum and which is beyond the scopo of this study. Swivel joints
are feasible and have been demonstrated on other programs.
The base manifold for the checkerboard system would be a closed manifold of semi-
monicoque construction similar to that used on the No. 1 breadboard test bed.
The exhaust duct feeding the manifold would require flexible joints, as described
earlier. If the turbopump were mounted to the hinged nozzle assembly, the flexible
joint would be required only fox _hermal expansion. If the turbopumps were mounted
rigidly above the hinge line, the exhaust duct would require flexible joints to
permit hinge rotation, and would be of similar design to that of Fig.A-17.
On the checkerboard engine, the requirewent for a fixed-base manifold would pre-
clude varying the nozzle angles independently to provide thrust vector corrections
for atmospheric pressure. This constraint detracts from the attractivenes of the
checkerboard system. Further design effort is required to resolve this question.
A flexible base manifold would eliminate these constraints and appears to be
appropriate for further study.
C R-90 49
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On the peripheral system, the base would be a s_ngle, large plenum chamber fed
by the exhaust from all engines. The engine exhaust would feed directly into the
base for rigidly mounted turbopumps or turbopumps mounted on the hinged nozzle.
Flexible joints would not be required in the exhaust duct in either case.
A flexible se_l will be required between the hinged nozzle and the base plenum to
preclude ex2_aust gas from escaping into the engine compartment. Diaphragm-type
seals appear most feasible for this application.
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E_4GINE_TO_VEHICLE INTERFACE DESIGN
The basic engine-to-vehicle interface design requirements, with respect to TVC are
to constrain and shield the vehicle and adjacent engines from combustion zases,
and prevent primary combustion gas from leaking into the base region. The above
is accomplished using vehicle and engine-mounted fences, flexible curtains, and
sliding shields. TableA'7 presents comparative data on the engine-to-vehicle
interface design.
Combustion gas impingement is not a problem with the peripheral concept; however,
_e larger hinge angles tend to make sealing the base from primary co_ustion gases
a significant problem. Proposed fence locations for the peripheral concept are
shown in Fig. A-2. The four vehicle-mounted fences on the peripheral system pro-
tect adjacent engines during roll maneuvers when only a portion of the pitch bank
is rotated.
Combustion gas impingement is a proble_ with the checkerboard system engine
arrangement. The _t problem is pictorially illustrated in Fig.A-IS for a
16-degree engine pitch maneuver. For the example shown, hot combustion gases
from one row of pitch engines impinge on the adjacent row of pitch engines and,
also, the adjacent yaw engines. Combustion gas temperatures are lower for pitch °
_n-pitch engine impingement, approximately 1600 F, because of the lesser pitch
engine projection into the gas stream. Similarly, yaw maneuvers result in gas
impingement from one engine to another. To protect the checkerboard engine, 60
feet of uncooled, S-foot long vehicle fences are used between the pitch and yaw
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engines. Heat transfer analysis indicates that uz_uooled vehicle fences are prac-
tical in this aFplication. In addition, the yaw engine end fences facing the
pitch engines must be designed to withstand direct impingement. Figure A-19 presents
the checkerboard engine arrangement (shown earlier in this report) with the various
combustion gas fences identified.
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FUTURE STUDY AND tEST EFFORT
Additional study and test effort should be expended toward developing a double-
hinge engine applicable to a checkerboard TVC system. Such a system would produce
valuable data on thrust vector altitude co_npensation and its effects on base
pressure and heat transfer. Also, base pressure and base heat transfer effects
could be explored for the case of nonsymmetrical bank angulation relative to each
other.
Additional questions which require resolution and/or analysis are engine-out
capability, sliding curtain design (for the peripheral system), base designs for
both single- and double-hinge system_, and heat transfer test data relative to
fences for engine impingement protection relative to each other.
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ENGINE SYSTEm! PERFORIq_NCE
ENGINE PERFORMANCE _3DEL
Engine specific impulse was calculated according to The following equation:
I
Svac
nCfr (nG nD nk . n÷ ÷ bar
s
W
P
- 3.0)
+ CToo nC* '_c* Cfi D c*
r g
{A-I)
where
hCf r = regenerative thrust coefficient recovery efficiency
nG . pri=ary nozzle geometric efficiency
nD = primary nozzle drag efficiency
_K = primary nozzle kinetic efficiency
nbaf = primary nozzle baffle efficiency
CfBo = base thrust coefficient = PB AB
Pc FfiDAt
WS . secondary flowrate
Wp = primary flowrate
nc° = regenerative characteristic velocity recovery efficienty
R
nc * = characteristic velocity efficiency
c* = ideal characteristic velocity for shifting equilibrium (ft/sec)
Cfid = ideal nozzle thrust coefficient for shifting equilibrium
g = 32.174 (ft/sec 2)
I = englne vacuum specific impulse Cseconds)
s
vac
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_e base thrust coefficient (CfB o) was estimated to be given by:
CfBo
/_wwc*
G" Is. s
(K 2 Kl) (I- )_ Wp c*p
K . Cfid_4 (K3 KI) sonic (1 - nG)Cfs (A- 2 j
where
K1 ' K2" K3" K 4 = empirical constants ti_at depend on the nature of the flow.
C sonic sonic nozzle thrust coefficient of the secondary gas stream
s
c* = primary gas characteristic velocity
P
Values of the four empirical constan*s are given below:
Type o£ Flow
K 1
K2
K 3
_4
Plane Flow
Two-dimensional
0.69
0.79 {2S percent
nozzle)
2.60
0.836
b
kxisym_etric Flow
0.58
O. 79
0.72
1.00
It is to be noted that Eq. A-1 and A-2 do not contain any provision for the effects
o£ nozzle end fences. The addition o_ end fences to the nozzle will cause the
nozzle thrust coefficient to be reduced. Unfortunately, the effect of using fences
on linear noz=:es has been defined only qualitatively. In view of this _act, the
effect of Fences will be disregarded ior the purpose_ ot this report. However,
the reader should keep in mind that the specific impulse values quoted in the re-
mainder o£ this report will be on the order o£ 0.5 to 1.0 percent higher than could
be achiewd due to t_e additional drag of end and base fences.
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CU_F_|TVCSTUDYGROUNDRULES
_t the present time, the basic ground rule for the TVC study linear engine is that
it will be evaluated for an application similar to that planned for the Space
Shuttle main engines. The rationale for selecting this application is that future
vehicles are likely to be somewhat similar and that, in any event, the SSME re-
quirements are about as severe as could be envisioned.
Two linear engine concepts appear to have sufficient merit to warrant continued
study. _he original and most studied concept consists of using the linear
engine as a clustered engine similar to the way bell nozzles are used. The alter-
nate concept is to build a single, large engine with the ccmbustors arranged around
the periphery of the vehicle base. The engine _ould then be composed of colbustor-
nozzle slabs, each fed by a separate pump set. These concepts are known as the
checkerboard and the peripheral engines, respectively.
Detailed ground rules for the checkerboard engine have been fonaulated. These
are smmarized as follcws:
I. Engine mixture ratio = 6.0
2. Optimim chamber pressure
5. Gptimm specific impulse nozzle
4. Vertical thrus_ vector
S. SS,_{E envelope
6. Maxi_ Fuel pump outlet pressure = 3400 psia
7. nc, = 99 percent minimun
,_tailed ground rules for the peripheral engine have not been defined, but they
are certain to include the SS_ envelope requirement and the same turbor, achive_/
listed for the checkerboard. An additicmal sr_d rule for paper study pu._o_es
_at the booster and orbiter versions of both checkerboard ar_peripheral en-
;ines should use the same coM>ustor.
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)CHAMBER PRESSURE OPTIMIZATION
The optimum chamber pressure for an aerospike-type nozzle results from a tradeoff
between available base area and the amount of secondary flow required to operate
the turbopumps at a given chamber pressure level. To be able to estimate the
secondary flowrate required, it is necessary to have some estimate of how the fuel-
side pressure drop varies with chamber pressure. Fuel pu_ outlet pressure was
estimated to vary as shown in Fig.A-2_ _ However, as will be seen (Table A-8), fuel
pump outlet pressure does not have a significant effect on specific iuq_ulse for
the systems analyzed in this study. It is likely that a detailed analysis of spe-
cific hardware configurations would yield results considerably different than those
given in Fig.A-20. Nozzle base areas for the various Mod Ill possibilities are
fixed by the ground rule that they must be compatible with the SSME envelope. For
convenience and economy of arriving at the optimn aerodynamic contour, it was
decided to set the engine envelope at the SSME dimension minus 4 in_ on each
side, and then use this dimension as the distance between the throat centerlines.
For purposes of this study, expansion area ratio was then taken to be equal to the
area enclosed by the throat centerlines divided by the throat area. This introduces
a slight error due to not using the distance between cowl points to calculate the
nozzle exit areas. The nozzle exit areas for the various engivres considered are
listed below:
Configuration
SSME Booster
SSME Orbiter
Checkerboard Booster Engine
Peripheral Booster Engine
SSFtE Overal 1
Checkerboa_A Orb i'ter
Perirberal Orbiter
Dimens ions,
inches
120 x 120
220 x 220
112 x 120
552 x 472
360 x 480
212 x 220
432 x 220
I Exit Areas,( in. 2)
14,400
48,400
13,440
166,144
172,800
46,640
95,040
R-9049
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FigureA-20. Estimated :uel Pump Outlet Pressure for TVC Study
Breadboard Engine Pc Optimization Calculations
(Based on Estimates for Constant Wall Temperatures
of II00 F)
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_e secondary flowrate required to operate a Hark 29F two-stage-type turbopump
s shown as a function of fuel pump outlet pressure in Fig.A21 for the case where
:he secondary supply gas is at a temperature of 1200 F and a mixture ratio of 0.94.
Figure A-21was used throughout this study. Total vehicle propellant flow was esti-
mated to be 16,733.6 lb/sec for the booster and 2795.6 lb/sec for the orbiter,
based on SSHE requirements.
If the total engine flo_Tate, the turbopump secondary flowrate requirements, and
the envelope size are set, then Eq. A-I indicates that the engine specific impulse
is a single-value function of the chamber pressure. To calculate this function
for the various Mod III possibilities, Eq. A-1 and A-2 were used along with
the conditions listed in Table A-9.
Table A-9. Hod III Engine Operating Conditions and Requirements
Paramenter
2
Exit Area, in.
Engine MR
Total Flowrate,
lb/sec
Estimated Altitude Thrust,
pounds
Estimated Fuel Inection
Turbopump, R
nc*
%af
nkinetics
MR, Secondary Gas (GG
out)
Temperature, Secondary
Gas R
Combustor ID, inches
seg
Peripheral Peripheral
Booster Orbiter
166,144.0 95,040.0
6.00 6.00
16,773.6 2795.6
7,260,000 1,210,000
400
0.9900
0.9985
0.9995
0.94
1660.0
11.25
112.0
400
0.9900
0.9985
0.9995
0.94
1660.0
11.25
32.0
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Checkerboard
Booster
13,440.0
6.00
1397.8
605,000
SO0
0.9900
0.9985
0.9995
0.94
1660.0
11.25
20.0
Checkerboard
Orbiter
46,640.0
6.00
1397.8
605,000
500
0.9900
0.9985
0.9995
0.94
1660.0
II. 2S
32.0
0
0
I"
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The results of this caiculation are glven in Fi_. A-22. B_..-.ed ._n these results,
1800 psia is recommended as the optimum chamk,_r pressure fo," the checkerboard
booster engine, while 2000 psia is recommended for the periphe-_l booster engine.
SEA LEVEL-ALTITUDE PERFORHANCE SCALING
Prediction of sea level specific impulse is somewhat more complicated than is the
prediction of altitude specific impulse. This is due to the formation of shocks
on the nozzle surface when it is operated in the overexpanded condition and ac-
counts for the altitude compensating properties of aerospike nozzles. In general,
a method of characteristics-type analysis is required to accurately predict the
sea level pressure profile and thrust of an overexpanded aerospike nozzle. How-
ever, the scheme presented in Fig.A-23 yields a fair approximation to wind tunnel
data and calculations of previous nozzle shapes. Ft_njre A-I3was constructed from
a plot of Is/ISvac bs Pc/Pambient for various expansion ratio nozzles obtained.
COMPARISON WITH BELL NOZZLES
It is of interest to compare the performance of a linear engine with that for an
engine of the same thrust, but using a bell nozzle. The appropriate equation for
the engine specific impulse of an engine with a bell nozzle is:
-2- • w 1
I = O1 _pp CfS C*
, . n_.
nc* R
Svac 1 + ;s
P
Cfid c*
g
(A-3)
where:
Cfs
C *
S
= thrust coefficient of the secondary flow
= secondary gas characteristic velocity
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Figure A-22. TVC Study Breadboard Engine Chamber Pressure
Optimization Booster Configurations
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Equation A-3 is similar to Eq. A-I and allows for a term by term comparison of
the two nozzles.
However, before such a comparison can be made, it is necessary to define the bell
engine somewhat more completely, Using the results of previous bell nozzle studies,
the factorsinTable A-lOwere estimated for an 80-percent length bell nozzle with
an altitude thrust of 618 000 pounds and a P of 1800 psia.) C
Table A=IO. Bell Nozzle Performance Factors
C
Percent legnth = 80, E = 79.3:1; PC
6di ¢ = 0.0082
6drag = 0.0270
6ki n = O.O00S
= 1800 psia: z = 618K
Note: {nG + nD + nK - 2.0) = (i - 6di v - 6div - _drac " 6kin)
If it Js assumed that the primary-secondary flow splits are equal and that the
fuel i=,jection temperatures are proportional to the respective drag losses) then
the bell engine yields a specific impulse of 441.2 seconds, nearly identical to
the value of 441.99 calculated for the "similar checkerboard booster. It is con-
cluded, therefore, that there is very little difference between the nozzles if
they are operating at identical conditions.
PERFORMANCE LOSS BREAKDOWNS
Table A-8 lists the various performance losses and gains for the nozzle systems
considered in this report. From Table A-8, several interesting items emerge.
The most significant point is that the base flow gain for the peripheral booster
appears to be the primary source of its additional performanc= when compared to
the checkerboard booster. This is due to the fact that the base flow was treated
as being axisymmetric rather than as plane flow. Nind tunnel testing would be
required to verify the adequacy of this assumption. A second item of interest
¢
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is the much higher site specific impulses obtained with aerospike nozzles when
compared to the bell nozzle.
VEHICLE PERFOR_IANCE
FigureA-24depictsthe variation of specific impulse with altitude for a typical
space shuttle booster flight. The net vehicle performance is represented by the
areas under the respective curves. Despite lower than specified site performance,
it is seen that the performance of the peripheral and checkerboard booster engines
ca_ be compatible with such an application by virtue of their higher performance
at altitude.
ADDITIONAL EFFECTS
There are several factors that can have a significant effect on engine specific
impulse but are not amenable to a simplified analysis. The most significant
effect on sea level specific impulse results from rotating the entire engine con-
tour about some point on the contour. Sea level contour thrust increases as the
contour is rotated because the resultant sea level contou_ thrust vector is not
parallel to the engine centerline if the contours are set in the optimum position
for altitude operation. Unfortunately, the rcheme represented by Eq. A-2 is no
longer valid for this case because it is based empirically on cutoff ideal nozzle
contours operating at altitude. Physical intuition would lead to the conclusion
that there would have to be some decrease in base pressure if the contours are
rotated outward but, at sea level, this decrease should be small. Therefore, it
appears that this scheme would be promising and a more definitive answer to this
question has been requested.
A consideration that is peculiar to the peripheral engine concept, with its door-
like hinged sections for thrust vector control, is what happens to the base pressure
when one or more of the sections is hinged outwa-d. In :his case, there is an
increase in _he effective base area, and physical reasoning would lead to the
conclusion t;_at there is a reduction in the base pressure at altitude (closed wake),
Again, this question has been submitted for a more definitive answer.
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